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Council debates future of City Hall
Mayor: Building sale
accusations are a
“campaign tactic”

By susan hale thomas and
Erich Wagner

Vice Mayor Allison Silberberg
accused Mayor Bill Euille of advocating for the sale of historic
City Hall during a routine work
session on the city’s proposed
capital budget last month.
The exchange between the
two officials, who will face off
along with former Mayor Kerry Donley in a June 9 Democratic primary for the city’s top
elected office, occurred after
staff apprised city councilors
of the increasing cost estimates associated with delaying

needed upgrades to the building’s heating, ventilation and
air conditioning system as well
as structural fixes for its underground parking garage.
Portions of the city’s government headquarters date back
to 1871. The existing 160,000
square-foot building underwent
renovations in 1967 and 1981,
but is over capacity and suffers
from decaying infrastructure.
A statement by Mayor
Bill Euille sparked the debate
over the future of City Hall.
He stressed the importance of
keeping the community apprised of the situation but also
said there were other solutions
to fixing City Hall’s problems.
“I’ve got my own idea in

Full steam ahead?
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The Virginia Supreme Court last month cleared the way for development along the Potomac when it affirmed the legality of
the controversial waterfront plan’s passage, but opponents of
the plan vow to renew their litigation.

Courts reaffirm waterfront
plan as city secures
barging for Robinson
Terminal South
By Erich Wagner

The Virginia Supreme Court
again sided with attorneys for the
city last month, ruling against the
so-called Iron Ladies’ petition to
force a Board of Zoning Appeals
hearing on the controversial wa-

terfront plan, but the trio vowed
to ask the court to reconsider.
The plaintiffs — April
Burke, Beth Gibney and Marie
Kux — had argued that they
were improperly denied a hearing before the BZA because
then-planning director Faroll
Hamer had effectively rejected
an appeal of her own decision.
But in its ruling March 27,
the court again ruled that city
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During a budget work session last month, Vice Mayor Allison Silberberg accused Mayor Bill Euille of
wanting to sell historic City Hall. Euille vehemently denied the claims, but said officials must examine
how the city plans to pay for what could be $50 million in needed repairs and renovations.

terms of how we get it funded,
but folks don’t want to hear
that,” Euille said. “I think we’re
sitting on a pot of gold.”
The comment riled Silberberg, who referred to an off-hand
comment by the mayor during a

budget meeting last year that a
developer might value the historic building in the “hundreds
of millions” of dollars.
“Mr. Mayor, with regard to
that pot of gold, I understand
what you all are saying, but I

respectfully disagree,” she said.
“[We] had this conversation,
you’re right, at [George Washington] Middle School. … You
brought up the fact that maybe

council’s supermajority 6 to 1
vote in favor of the waterfront
plan rendered the appeal moot.
In 2013, the court ruled that the
appeal of city council’s vote — 5
to 2 — on the roadmap for waterfront redevelopment was not
relevant because councilors had
already revisited the issue and
voted as a supermajority.
“Had the [lower court] ruled
in favor of the plaintiffs, and
plaintiffs were heard and prevailed before the Board of Zoning Appeals, the result would
have been … the requirement
of a supermajority vote before
city council,” the court wrote.
“When [the waterfront plan]
was considered on March 16,
2013, it passed by supermajority.
The plaintiffs failed to articulate
in either complaint any injury or
denial of right that was not rendered moot by the supermajority
vote of city council.”

City officials applauded the
decision and said redevelopment proposals like the Carr
hotel can move forward.
“The court found that the
plaintiffs were not actually aggrieved, and therefore dismissal
of the case was proper,” said
City Attorney Jim Banks in a
statement. “This puts an end to
all of the pending litigation on
the waterfront and allows approved and pending redevelopment projects to move forward.”
But representatives for the
Iron Ladies said they were not
deterred by the decision, and
indicated they would file a petition for the court to reconsider
its decision.
Friends of the Alexandria
Waterfront, a resident group that
has been critical of the redevelopment plan, said the court “ignored” the fact that the Iron Ladies’ appeal of Hamer’s original

decision should have automatically triggered a BZA hearing. And,
they argued, the court should not
have assumed the BZA hearing
would not have changed any city
councilors’ minds.
“We felt that basically the
court just ignored key issues
raised in the briefs and oral
arguments,” said Bert Ely, cochairman of the group. “[Maybe]
ultimately the court will see the
point we’re trying to make, which
revolves around process, not the
waterfront itself. The court at this
point has given a pass to the city
on not playing by its own rules.”
Banks declined to specifically address the latest development in the case in a statement
Tuesday.

T.C. Soccer continues winning ways - PAGE 14
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$885,000

• 4 Bedrooms, 3 Baths
• Brick Rambler
• ½ Acre Lot
• Two Levels

5 Bedrooms, 5 Baths
Outstanding Details
Upscale Features
Dock with Lift

WatErFroNt EstatE Exquisite, architectural masterpiece, located on the beautiful Potomac River! Featuring over
4,500 square feet of luxurious space and built to entertain.
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•5 Bedrooms, 2.5 Baths
• Hardwood Floors
• 2.27 Secluded Acres
• Certified Wildlife Habitat

aWEsoME loCatioN! Come take a peek at this two story
rambler located in a popular neighborhood near Mt. Vernon.
Extras include a wood burning fireplace, two car garage, and
automatic sprinkler system.

GardENEr’s ParadisE Stunning property features daily wildlife sightings; private yard with multiple decks, fishpond, hot tub, fire
pit, volleyball and swings; excellent location near GMU, shops, parks
and award winning schools of the Woodson High School Pyramid.
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• 4 Bedrooms, 3.5 Baths
• Updated Kitchen
• Two Fireplaces
• Hardwood Floors

ClosE to MEtro!
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All brick home offering spacious, sun-drenched rooms.
Tons of updates throughout
including granite counters,
wood floors, and built-ins.
PLUS you will love the backyard that feels like your own
private oasis. Set across from
the Belle Haven Golf Course
and Minutes to Metro!

4/5 Bedrooms, 3 Baths
Hardwood Floors
Updated Kitchen
Double Car Port

Walk to East Falls ChurCh MEtro Upgraded 3000
sqft on the W&OD. Highlights include hardwood floors, Italian tile,
sun room, and a must see dressing room. Sitting on almost 1/3
acre in the Yorktown High School Pyramid, this one won’t last long!
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WElCoME to your NEW hoME! Highlights include
refinished floors, kitchen with breakfast area, an owners suite with
sitting room and luxury bath, and a finished walk-out basement.
Situated on a cul de sac backing to the woods.
arliNGtoN

$295,000
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Gleaming Hardwoods
Gourmet Kitchen
Luxurious Master Suite
Dual Staircase

• 3 Bedrooms, 1 Bath
• Parquet Floors
• Replaced Windows
• Backyard Retreat

look No FurthEr – this hoME has it all! Pamper rarE oPPortuNity! In demand, 3-bedroom available for the
yourself in this beautifully maintained, meticulous home with many first time in 30+ years. Tucked in a courtyard with parking, French
upgrades throughout. Designed with you in mind, boasting lots of doors, secluded backyard, large sunny rooms, and floored attic.
space for entertaining with resort style living on the bedroom level. Enjoy tons of community amenities. Walking distance to Shirlington!

Berkshire hathaway homeservices | PenFed realty

Good to know.

TM

©2015 BHH Affiliates, LLC. An independently owned and operated franchisee of BHH Affiliates, LLC.
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices and the Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices symbol are registered service
marks of HomeServices of America, Inc.® Equal Housing Opportunity.

• 5 Bedrooms, 3.5 Baths
• Nearly 1/2 Acre Lot
• Crown Molding
• Backs to Woods

•
•
•
•

2 Bedrooms, 1 Bath
New Paint & Carpet
Hardwood Floors
Walk-In Closets

Why rENt? buy! Tell the landlord goodbye and start building
wealth by investing in homeownership– with the help of a seller credit
at closing! Freshly painted, upgraded kitchen, hardwood floors, separate
dining and breakfast areas. Amenities galore and close to Shirlington!

Call Maxine McLeod Miller,
Managing Broker at:
703-836-1464
300 N. Washington St., Suite 100 Alexandria, 22314
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Alexandria schoolchildren go to White House
Students from two city elementary schools had their
chance to roll Easter eggs on the
South Lawn of the White House
Monday as part of the annual
White House Easter Egg Roll.
Among 35,000 children at
the first family’s official residence for the 137th egg roll
were students from Cora Kelly
School for Math, Science and
Technology and William Ramsay Elementary School. They
were joined by parents, teachers, musical performers and celebrity guests invited to the daylong event hosted by President
Barack Obama and first lady
Michelle Obama.
Those in attendance also
caught sight of the first fam-

ily’s two dogs, Bo and Sunny,
as they were walked across the
lawn of the West Wing by security personnel. It capped a very
memorable day for the students.
“The children couldn’t believe it,” Cora Kelly Assistant
Principal Tanisha Martin said
in a statement. “That was a really fun thing to see and completely unexpected. They were
really excited to see the dogs
run across the lawn and everyone just stopped a stared. Everything at the Easter Egg Roll
was so special that right from
the start when they got tattoos
to the final egg dying activity it
was a fun experience that these
children will probably never
forget.”

block of Euille Street. Officers
found a man in his early 20s
who had suffered a gunshot
wound to his leg, but they do
not believe the incident occurred at that location.
Nosal said the man was
transported to a local hospital
with non-life threatening inju-

New Night Lights

The year’s theme for the egg
roll was #GimmeFive, challenging Americans to make
five healthy lifestyle changes as
part of the fifth anniversary celebration of the first lady’s “Let’s
Move!” campaign. Activity and
exercise stations were set up
across the South Lawn featuring
training with professional athletes and healthy cooking demonstrations from celebrity chefs.
“The students had a fantastic time,” said William Ramsay
counselor Wanda Weaver in a
statement. “It was a great opportunity for them. We learned
how to make new inventions,
dyed eggs, saw magic and famous people.”
- Chris Teale

Police investigate non-fatal shooting in Old Town
Alexandria police said
they are investigating a shooting reported early Tuesday in
Old Town that left a man hospitalized.
Police spokeswoman Crystal Nosal said around 1:50
a.m. police responded to a reported shooting along the 400

The Lamplighter

ries. Investigators do not have
a suspect or a description of a
possible suspect.
Police encouraged anyone
with information about the incident or where it occurred to
contact Detective Dave Cutting at 703-746-6627.
- Erich Wagner

POLICE BEAT

Lithophanes
datedate
Lithophanes
from the 1820s, an
from the 1820s, an
art form of carving
art form of carving
different layers of
different layers of
porcelain. The glow
porcelain.
The glow
makes
a wonderful
makes
night
light.a wonderful

night light.

1207 King Street
Alexandria, VA
1207 King Street
703-549-4040
Alexandria, VA
www.lamplighterlamps.com

703-549-4040
www.lamplighterlamps.com

SPRING EVENTS
April
Water Taxi to National Mall
& Baseball Boat
April - September
82nd Annual Alexandria
Historic Homes & Garden Tour
April 18, 2015

May

The following incidents occurred between April 1 and April 8.

29
5

Thefts

Vehicle
thefts

4

5
2

Drug
Crimes

16
1
3

robberies

bURGLARies

Assaults

SEXUAL
OFFENSE

Aggravated
Assaults

Art on the Rocks
at The Art League
May 1, 2015

Canine Cruise
May 9, 2015

Historic Alexandria
Attics and Alleys Tours
May 2-30, 2015 (Sat. only)

Free Mother’s Day
Museum Tours
May 10, 2015

June
Rootstock:
Food, Drink & Music Festival
at Oronoco Bay Park
June 6, 2015

Tall Ship L’Hermione
Alexandria
Docks in Al
June 10-12, 2015

VisitAlexandriaVA.com/SPRING

*Editor’s note: Police reports are not considered public information in Virginia. The Alexandria Police
Department is not required to supply the public at large with detailed information on criminal cases.
Source: raidsonline.com

to ﬁnd more spring events & things to do this season
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Severance competent to stand trial
Defense seeks to move trial
out of Alexandria
By Erich wagner

Specially appointed Alexandria Circuit Court Judge
Jane Roush ruled Monday that
the man accused in the murder
Photo by
of three prominent AlexanTed Davis
Sanctuary at the botanical gardens.
drians over the last decade is
competent to stand trial.
The Alexandria Times April Photo Contest
Send us your photos of
Charles Severance, 54, is
Delray tower
Spring Blooms
charged with multiple counts
through April 30.
of murder in connection with
#ALXPhotoTimes or send to
the shooting deaths of music
promotions@alextimes.com
teacher Ruthanne Lodato in
April photo contest sponsored by:
February 2014, transit guru
December’s
theme:
Photos
ofCall
the703-739-0001
Alexandria Waterfront
Interested
in sponsoring
the photo
contest?
Ronald Kirby in November
or visit alextimes.com/monthly-photo-contest for more information!
2013 and Nancy Dunning, a
real estate agent and wife of
then-Sheriff Jim Dunning, in
2003.
The judge had ordered Severance undergo a psychiatric
evaluation last December, after
he tried to fire his defense team
at a preliminary hearing to the
competency motion. She had
** HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS
**
**HEALTHCARE
PROFESSIONALS**
to renew that order in January, after Severance reportedly
Join a team that
supports
you
–
professionally
and
personally
Join a team that supports you –
refused to be interviewed by
professionally and personally
Correct Care Solutions LLC is currently seeking top-notch a court psychiatrist, ordering
him to a state mental hospital
healthcare
professional
join is
our
team.
Correct
Care
SolutionstoLLC
currently
for further evaluation.
seeking
top-notch
healthcare
professionals
While Severance’s defense
Swanson Youth for Youth at Monroe, LA
attorneys
had no objection to
to join our team.
Healthcare Opportunity Include:
the competency ruling, they
were ready with another moSwanson Youth
for Youth at Monroe, LA
tion: to move the trial out of
 Psychologist
– Full Time
Healthcare Opportunity Include:
Alexandria.
We offer generous compensation and a benefits package which The defense team — Chris• Psychologist – Full Time
topher Leibig, Joseph King
includes:
and Megan Thomas — argued
We offer generous compensation and
 Yearly bonus
in a motion filed April 3 that
benefits
package which includes:
 Student a
Loan
Assistance
the confluence of heavy media coverage, the citywide fear
 Medical, Dental, Vision, 401K and more.
created by the shootings and
• Yearly bonus
“The Right People, Doing The Right Things, the prominence of the victims
• Student Loan Assistance
would make it impossible for
Doing Those Things Right”
Severance to receive a fair and
• Medical, Dental, Vision, 401K and more.
To apply visit www.correctcaresolutions.com or impartial trial.
Attorneys cited a number
“Theresume
Right People,
Doing The Right Things,
Email your
to: aenglish@correctcaresolutions.com
of instances of media coverage

Doing Those Things Right”

Charles Severance

that they said was indicative of
“negative pre-trial publicity”
that would make it difficult for
a jury to hear the case with an
unbiased view of the defendant. Those examples range
from reports on Severance’s
behavior in court to erroneous
reports that he was in an argument with Kirby at a public
event shortly before his death.
“Press articles addressing
Mr. Severance’s purported
animosity towards the city
make this a very real problem
in a city of which many, many
residents are very proud,” they
wrote. “The press has also
widely reported on Mr. Severance’s courtroom outbursts,
which, while irrelevant to guilt
or innocence, serve to foster
the community’s impression
that he is erratic and/or suffers
from mental illness that could
make it more likely he would
have committed the charged
offenses.”
The attorneys included more
than 75 news articles and more
than 300 pages of reporting on
aspects of the case as part of its
motion.
Leibig, King and Thomas
compared the case to the D.C.
sniper case in terms of the fear
that pervaded the community
following the shootings, and
said the fact that the crimes

EOE/M/F/Vet/Disability

To apply visit www.correctcaresolutions.com
or Email your resume to:
aenglish@correctcaresolutions.com
EOE/M/F/Vet/Disability

Online all the time:

and media coverage were limited to Alexandria would make
it simple to find a new venue in
which to try the case.
“While [Police Chief Earl
Cook] warning the public that
everyone may be in danger is
undoubtedly responsible police
work in a case where police
suspect that a murderer is at
large, it has the side effect of
making victims out of the entire community,” they wrote.
“[We acknowledge] that the
community fear surrounding
the D.C. sniper cases exceeded
that here as a matter of degree,
but it was no different in nature
due to the seemingly random
selection of shooting victims.”
All local judges already had
recused themselves from the
case, due to their relationship
to Lodato’s brother, retired
General District Court Judge
Robert Giammittorio, leading
to the appointment of Roush,
who normally presides over
cases in Fairfax County.
Commonwealth’s Attorney
Bryan Porter declined to comment on the motion, citing state
bar rules precluding him from
discussing a pending case.
Severance is due in court for
a motions hearing April 23. The
trial is scheduled for October.
PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
Our client is proposing to construct two
60-foot positive train control towers
(total height 63 feet) within Alexandria, VA. The towers will be located
in the following locations along the
railroad right-of-way in Alexandria:
1. approximately 0.2 mile west of
the Telegraph Road overpass and 2.
approximately 100 yards west of the
Holmes Run Trail. ARCADIS on behalf
of our client invites comments from any
interested party regarding the potential
effects of the project on historic properties. Comments may be sent to Holly
McChesney, ARCADIS, 6041 Wallace
Road Extension, Suite 300, Wexford PA
15090, (724) 934-9505. Comments must
be received by May 9, 2015.
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we would have to look at selling
City Hall and moving the whole
headquarters of the government
enterprise to Eisenhower.
“This is where we are. It’s a
historic building. If we have to
fix it, we fix it. This is the heart
and soul of Market Square and
Old Town. It’s a historic building and the idea of developing
this into some office with a law
firm on the first floor, condos on
the second floor, I just don’t see
that. I don’t think that’s what
we’re all about.”
“Nobody said sell,” Euille
said.
“You said we’re sitting on a
pot of gold,” Silberberg said.
“Pot of gold doesn’t mean
you sell,” Euille said. “I said it
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has value.”
“What does that mean?” Silberberg asked.
“Your house has value,”
Euille replied. “You can borrow
against it and do what you need
to do.”
After the meeting, Euille
said he was not advocating for
the sale of City Hall; rather, he
was arguing that officials must
have a holistic discussion of
how to house the city’s employees and how to pay for upgrades
to the facility.
“I said that in terms of City
Hall as a building, it’s an asset in terms of it being a gold
mine — it has value — and we
need to be looking at opportunities in terms of the value we
have there,” he said. “Do we refinance and maybe in the next
two to three years address these
issues? Do we wait five to 10
years, and look at opportunities
to refinance or borrow against
these assets then?”
Euille reiterated that he does
not want to sell City Hall and
dismissed Silberberg’s critique
as off base.

“That’s a campaign tactic,”
he said. “Of course selling it is
off the table right now. It’s off
the table. It’s not something I’m
advocating or campaigning for
or am in favor of at all.
“I just want a broader discussion of how do we accommodate
and do what’s needed to maintain
and provide for the health, safety
and welfare of the folks who
work at or come to City Hall.”
Alexandria’s city government has been located at Market Square since 1749, where
several buildings served as City
Hall over the years. The existing
building is built around a replica
of an 1817 structure that was severely damaged by fire in 1871.
During the work session,
Deputy City Manager Laura
Triggs said renovating a building while it is occupied comes
with challenges.
“When you try to shut down
one part of City Hall to fix some
other things, an electrical circuit
will actually be tied to something that is somewhere down
the hall,” Triggs said. “Once we
get into the HVAC, you’re tear-

425 N Columbus st., AlexANdriA, VA 22314

$849,900
• 3br/2ba semi-detached 3 level brick Victorian
• Beautiful pine hardwood floors throughout
• Private brick patio with 2 off street parking
• Amazingly spacious basement storage

ing apart the whole building.”
The proposed capital budget
allocates $53 million over the
next 10 years for the renovation
project, a figure that has forced
council and staff to question
how to approach such a project.
City Councilor Justin Wilson
said it is difficult to prioritize
City Hall renovations when
there are competing priorities
like school construction.
City Councilor John Chapman said there is a viable middle ground between renovating
in place and the accusation that
officials would sell City Hall.
“If you look at our sister city
Caen, France, they have a very
historic building that used to be
their City Hall,” he said. “They
downsized, they moved a lot of
folks to a newer, more vibrant,
technology friendly building
and they still use it for some of
their city services but it’s also a
tourist attraction.
“We know this area is a
huge tourist attraction. It’s an
easy opportunity, if we wanted
to, if we had a community discussion around it, to turn some

of this area into small professional services and have a space
in historic Old Town.”
Chapman added that officials should examine how equitably city government serves
residents who don’t live in close
proximity to Market Square.
“A good majority of our residents live west of Quaker Lane,”
he said. “We don’t have many
public buildings out there. Why
is that? Why does somebody
from the West End have to trek
— not come into town — but
trek across the city to come here
to pay taxes, to do anything?”
But other councilors said
changes to the building’s primary function shouldn’t be on
the table.
“I think we could have a
separate building [on the West
End], but I agree with Allison,”
said City Councilor Del Pepper.
“She’s right on target this time.”
“But that’s not the discussion tonight,” Euille said. “The
discussion is [the capital budget], and we’ll have a full blown
discussion at the appropriate
time relative to this.”

126 N PAtriCk st., AlexANdriA, VA 22314

$649,900
• 3br/2.5ba semi-detached 4 level brick Victorian
• Balcony off master bedroom
• Private brick patio
• Ample storage in basement
• Half a block to King St.

Offered by Martine & alexander irMer

703.346.7283
703.403.2465
Martine@lnf.cOM ai@lnf.cOM

400 King St.
AlexAndriA, VA 22314
703-683-0400
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Contact 703-739-0001 or sales@alextimes.com to advertise!
Get a jump on spring wedding planning by reserving
your space in the Times now for the bridal pages.

Business Banking Made Easy
Bridal Shops • Tuxedo shops • Catering Services • Wedding planners
Wedding Sites • Bakeries • and more!

You know us. We know you. Our Old Town team

“Black Friday” Holiday Shopping

brings a friendly and helpful flair to your business

Shop, dine & celebrate on Alexandria’s historic Main Streets
Alexandria “Black Friday” Features: Free Parking*, Early Openings, Deep Discounts
* Go to VisitAlexanriaVA.com for a list of free parking garages, shops with early hours and special discounts.
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Waterfront
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“We are pleased the Virginia Supreme Court has upheld the dismissal of the case, and we look
forward to continued progress
on the community’s waterfront
plan,” Banks wrote.
In the meantime, city officials announced last week they
have reached a preliminary
agreement with developer EYA
to require barging to transport
the vast majority of materials to
and from the site of the Robinson Terminal South redevelopment project.
Residents and members of
a resident-led city workgroup
tasked with oversight of waterfront redevelopment projects
had lobbied the city for months
to require barging to move demolition and construction materials ahead of the planning commission’s hearing on the project,
scheduled for tonight.
According to the agreement,
EYA would be able to move
demolition and construction
materials at the site by truck,
but any materials brought in or
out during the developer’s effort to bring the property above
the floodplain and construct its
underground parking garage
would be transported by barge.
That means at least 90 percent of
materials taken in or out of the
site would be done by water.
City planning director Karl
Moritz said the timing of the
development’s permits and residents’ efforts to secure barging
were somewhat serendipitous.
“We were negotiating with
the developer through the review
process as we normally do, but
at the same time there was this
public effort and discussion with
the barging and what options
there were, so those two things
sort of came together,” Moritz
said. “We needed to have an
agreement and a decision on it
prior to Thursday’s hearing.”
And Yon Lambert, the city’s
director of transportation and
environmental resources, said
the deal will greatly reduce the
wear and tear caused by dump
trucks driving through Old
Town streets.
“We’ll allow them to haul by

truck the demolition material,
which is about 770 cubic yards,
or 77 truck loads,” Lambert said.
“[The floodplain and parking garage work] will be done using 35
or 36 barges, which is somewhere
in the range of 7,000 truck loads.”
Lambert stressed that the 90
percent figure is conservative,
noting that it can be difficult to
estimate exact truck or barge
loads so far in advance of construction.
Townsend “Van” Van Fleet,
president of the Old Town Civic
Association and a long proponent of barging on the waterfront
projects, was happy to hear the
news of an agreement.
“We’re happy that at least we
made a major milestone here, and
got them to agree to use barges
to start with,” he said. “When it
started, it seemed like the city
weren’t going to do anything. We
hope Robinson Terminal North
would do the same thing, and
hopefully the mayor will find a
way to do it for the Carr project.”
Ely agreed.
“The key thing, and it just
comes down to one thing, is to
minimize the damage of the
construction process to the
streets and housing in Old Town
and holding truck traffic to an
absolute minimum,” he said.
“We’d also like to see the dirt
hauled away by barge from the
Carr project … We’ll see how it
plays out.”
Lambert and Moritz were
noncommittal about requiring
barging for the Robinson Terminal North project, saying the
city evaluates projects on a “case
by case” basis, but that staff will
employ “the same criteria” used
in the case of its southern counterpart. Getting barging for Carr
will be much more difficult, they
added.
“The Carr property was already approved through city
council and the planning commission,” Lambert said. “We
heard a little bit about last night
about the number of trucks
they’re looking at, and the numbers are significantly less.
“And it’s a very different site.
Unlike the Robinson Terminals,
it’s not right along the water, and
that certainly was a consideration
when it was first approved.”
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Let’s Eat

A special advertising feature
of the Alexandria Times

Jolley ’s

SportS lounge
and reStaurant
654 S. pickett St. alexandria, Va

A taste of Ethiopia in Alexandria
Jolley’s Sports Lounge and Bar
is found at 654 S. Picket St, and
serves generous portions of fresh
and authentic Ethiopian cuisine. It
is a perfect setting, as Jolley’s has a
spacious sports bar that also doubles
as a music venue, a main dining
room and a large wooden deck that
provides a perfect place for dining
in the warm weather.
Not only is this restaurant and
bar easily accessible, but there is ample free parking and it is just a few
minutes’ walk from the Van Dorn
Metro station. Best of all, patrons
feel welcome from the moment they
enter Jolley’s, whether they are stopping in to dine or hear live music on
a Thursday or Friday night.
At Jolley’s, each diner has their
own injera, traditional sponge-like
bread, which they tear small pieces
from and wrap around their meat
or vegetables. Some of the most
popular dishes are the Bozena Shiro, which is lean beef served with
seasoned chick peas simmered in a

berbere sauce, or Lega Tibs, which
is a dish of lean beef sautéed with
green pepper, tomato and onions.
The vegetarian combination is also
immensely popular, and comes
with several different vegetarian
dishes served together in the same
platter. Some of the highlights of
the combination are Yesmisir Wot,
which is pureed split red lentils in a
spicy berbere sauce, and YekikAlitcha, a thick stew made of yellow
split peas, turmeric and bessobela,
or Ethiopian basil.
In addition, there are other tasty
selections such as a char-grilled
burger, grilled chicken sandwich
and spicy chicken wings. However,
the Ethiopian food is definitely
worth experiencing.
Behind the restaurant is a spacious sports bar with six televisions
as well as a projector screen. The
full menu is available in the bar area,
and on Thursday and Friday nights
it becomes a wonderful live music
venue with a variety of music from

reggae to R&B to jazz. The music
continues on Saturday nights with
a DJ, while six draft beers, bottled
beer, wines and mixed drinks are
available in the bar too.
Ethiopia is generally regarded
as the country where coffee originated and Jolley’s coffee, served in
espresso-sized cups, is packed with
flavor. Every Sunday morning,
Jolley’s has a traditional Ethiopian
coffee ceremony, something that is
a key part of the country’s history
and has been preserved into the
present day.
If you are looking for something a little different to expand
your food horizons, look no further
than Jolley’s, an Ethiopian restaurant that combines the old and new
to great effect.
Jolley’s Sports Lounge and
Restaurant is open 11 a.m. to 2 a.m.
Monday to Sunday, and is located
at 654 S. Picket St. For more information, call 571-970-0044.

Family-owned authentic ethiopian restaurant.

Homemade recipes and friendly service.
Full service Sports Bar.
large Hd projection tVs!!
open: 11am - 2 am • Call: (571) 970-0044

A LOCAL FAVORITE

of Alexandrians for many years!

203 The Strand

Alexandria, VA
(703) 836-4442
www.chadwicksrestaurants.com

Located on the Alexandria
Waterfront, Chadwicks is a
welcoming destination for great
steaks, seafood, salads, burgers
and an extensive beer selection.
Patio Dining Now OPEN for the Season!

Outdoor deck seating
opens Friday, April 10th.

Gorgeous river views & great food
year round.

1 Marina Dr., Alexandria, VA 22314
703-548-0001 • www.indigolanding.com
PATIO SEATING NOW OPEN

Hunting Creek

1106 KING STREET

OLD TOWN, ALEXANDRIA

HOURS Mon-Thurs 5-10 pm;
Fri, Sat 5-11 pm; Sun 4-9 pm
NEW Brunch & Lunch ~ Sat & Sun 10:30-2:30 pm

Where Steaklovers Go in Alexandria!
Featuring delicious local Roseda Farm steaks
= Super Fresh, Hormone & Antibiotic Free.
All cooked to perfection.
BAR HOURS & SPECIAL OFFERS

M-Th 5-12am; Fri, Sat 5-1am; Sun 4-11pm
Happy Hour every Mon- Fri 4:30-6:30

*Half Price Appetizers and Drink Specials*
2 Course Lunch *In the bar/ $16 per person/
Includes choices of Appetizer, Entree, and/or Dessert*

View our menu & make a reservation today!
703.836.5126 | www.huntingcreeksteak.com

& Sushi bar
Dine here or we can bring the food to you!
Located in Old Town North, Alexandria

801 N. Fairfax St. | 703.535.6622 | RoyalThaiSushi.com
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LONG LIVE YOU

Making the best use of your doctor’s appointment
Unfortunately, most primary care
visits are set up as 15-minute
appointment slots, which are barely
enough time to cover any active issues,
let alone delve into preventative
medicine and lifestyle changes.”

Let’s Eat

Bistrot Royal
A new Parisian bistro
serving classic French fare

Created by Chefs Christophe and
Michelle Poteaux of Bastille
~ Located in Bastille’s former home ~

1201 N. ROYAL STREET, ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314
reservations

703.519.9110

now at :

menu

www.bistrotroyal.com

606 N. Fayette St. Alexandria, VA 22314 | 703.519.3776

Sweet and
Savory Crepes,
Sweet
Savory Crepes,
Steakand
Frties,
Steak
Frites, Mussels,
Mussels,
Boutique
Wines
Boutique
Wines and
and Craft
Beers,
Craft
Beers,
French
Movie
French
Movie Night
Night

Mother’s Day Brunch Special

2-Course
Prix-Fixe
with aBrunch
glass of Mimosa
Lunch
• Dinner
• Weekend
$29.95/per
personVA
~ 22314
RSVP
119 South Royal
Street, Alexandria

703.535.8151
• www.fontainecaffe.com
• Dinner • Weekend Brunch
Lunch
119 South Royal St., Alexandria, VA 22314 | 703.535.8151

www.FontaineCaffe.com

To feature your store in

Let’s Eat

Contact Alexandria Times
at 703-739-0001 or
sales@alextimes.com

By Dr. Vivek Sinha

You’ve waited weeks for your
doctor’s appointment. You’ve
coordinated your work schedule
and your child’s school schedule
to accommodate this appointment. After waiting for what
seems like an eternity in the
waiting room, you finally are
called in.
What happens next is a blur
— your blood pressure is taken,
questions are asked, the doctor
breezes in and out, and before
you know it you are back in the
waiting room on your way to
your car. You’re having a hard
time remembering what the doctor told you. What is this prescription for again? When did she
say to follow up? Why didn’t you
get a chance to ask her about your
headaches? What did she say
about your blood pressure again?
Unfortunately this scenario
is all too common. Physicians
have an ever-increasing volume
of information that they are supposed to talk about at each visit:
eat this, don’t drink that, do this
and don’t even think about doing
that. If patients and physicians
were to have a full dialogue on
everything they were supposed
to cover, each visit would last
well over an hour. Unfortunately, most primary care visits are
set up as 15-minute appointment
slots, which are barely enough
time to cover any active issues,
let alone delve into preventative
medicine and lifestyle changes.
One of the biggest reasons why
direct time with the physician has
become so scarce is because decreasing reimbursements for patient visits and stringent insurance
regulations are forcing offices to
cram more and more patient slots
into their work hours. Ultimately it
leads to one thing — less face-toface time for patients to have with
their physician.
So what can you do? How
can one optimize the amount
of time spent with their doctor?
As a primary care physician, the

Dr. Vivek Sinha

first part of my career was spent
working in a busy, 25-patient-aday clinic setting. During this
time, I came up with several tips
to assist patients in maximizing
their appointment times.
1. The timing of the appointment matters. If possible, try to
pick an earlier appointment in
the morning. Physicians usually are faced with several urgent issues throughout the day
that require their immediate
attention and as a result, their
scheduled appointment visits
can sometimes be affected. Having an earlier appointment will
decrease the chance that your
physician is running late. If you
know that you have a complicated issue that will require more
than the designated 15 minutes,
let the receptionist know when
you make the appointment so he
or she can help coordinate the
schedule.
2. Bring all of your recent
medical records, X-ray results,
etc. with you to your appointments. In spite of today’s advancements with electronic
medical records, hospitals, radiology centers, emergency rooms
and private doctor’s offices often do not interface with one
another. In a perfect situation
we would have received those
documents in advance — ideally, your primary care physician

should be aware of any changes
that occur to your health. But
outside facilities often are so
overburdened with tasks that
this important follow-up action
is often overlooked. I now instruct all my patients to ask for
photocopies of everything — after all, it’s their records.
3. Keep an updated list of
every medication you currently
take in your wallet or purse at
all times. I prefer to use an index
card. The name of the medication, dosage and times taken per
day is the most critical information that patients should have accessible. Often, patients assume
that we have their most up to date
information, and often we do.
But some of the most common
and most serious medical errors
involve medications. A 2007 report from the Institute of Medicine estimated between 350,000
and 450,000 preventable adverse
drug reactions occur annually
in US hospitals. Patients should
expect a full review of all their
medications, including all overthe-counter medications and any
herbal supplements, to be performed by any healthcare provider who is prescribing a new drug.
4. Have a written list of your
top five concerns ready on the
day of your appointment. Patients should give a copy to
the assistant as they are being
triaged for their appointment.
While the patient often may expect to cover one topic, the physician feels he must focus on another. This list helps ensure that
the physician is aware of the patient’s expectations at each visit.
While these tips do help facilitate useful doctor visits,
there is no substitute for a solid doctor-patient relationship.
Health care is a team effort. Every patient deserves a partner
whom they can trust and who
will listen to them in a calm, unhurried, respectful manner.
The writer is the chief medical officer at Belleview Medical Partners.
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A step closer to a
Environmental report
hailed by city officials,
concerning to skeptics
By Chris Teale

The proposed Metrorail station at Potomac Yard took another step towards becoming
reality last week with the release
of a federal Environmental Impact Study, which city officials
hailed as a “major milestone.”
Commissioned by the Federal Transit Administration and
the City of Alexandria, in cooperation with the Washington
Metropolitan Area Transit Authority and the National Park
Service, the study examines the
need for the station and the four
possible alternatives for its location. For each option, it then examines the potential impacts on
the area in a number of different
ways, including natural, visual,
economic and fiscal.
“I would say that it’s an important document for this city
and it’s a major milestone,” said
Yon Lambert, the city’s director
of transportation and environmental services. “It shows that

we are moving on the project, it
shows that there is some momentum there and we’re really excited
about giving the public the opportunity to take a look at it.”
The report does not make a
recommendation about which alternative should be selected. But
Alternative B, which has been at
the top of many city councilors’
shortlists, would allow for the
highest amount of development
out of the four options — more
than 13 million square feet —
and is the only one that would
be consistent with the city’s plan
to make the station easily accessible by other forms of transit.
One potential sticking point
for taxpayers is the project’s $270
million price tag. The study proposes three options to raise the
revenue necessary to build the
Metro station at Potomac Yard:
the creation of two new special
tax districts, using the increased
tax revenue from existing development at the site and contributions from developers.
That strategy may perturb
taxpayers in Alexandria worried about their taxes being

file photo

After years of discussions, planning and consultation with federal agencies, the Environmental Impact
Study for the proposed Potomac Yard Metrorail station was released last month. Although city officials
reiterated that funding streams for the project are secure, some remain skeptical in light of the high
cost of the project.

raised to make up any shortfall,
but Lambert is adamant that it
will not come to that, especially
after the city recently secured
a $50 million low-interest loan
from the Virginia Transportation Infrastructure Bank to help
with the project.
“The way that the financing
has been structured up to this
point is that we already know
that there is an amount of forecasted development from the
surrounding developments that
is going to provide the cash flow
that we need to make our debt
payments,” he said. “On Alternative B, we even have the developer going to provide a shortfall
guarantee to ensure that with

what the city has done in terms
of the Virginia Transportation
Infrastructure Bank and other
state and regional loans that are
enabling us to build this station,
that all of that put together creates a package that makes it very
palatable for the city.
“The really important point
to make from our perspective
is that the $50 million loan that
we have through VTIB is really
a critical piece of this. It ensures
that the station will be built
based on the regional funding
that we have as well as this and
the two new special tax districts
and that there will be no necessary additional local funds that
have to go towards this station.”
Lambert indicated that the
city will continue to explore
other sources for grants and
loans at both the federal and
state level. One example he gave
was an application for a TIGER
Discretionary Grant through the
Federal Highways Administration, something Alexandria has
applied for in the past. As yet,
no decision has been made on
whether to pursue that funding
source for Potomac Yard.
City Councilor Tim Lovain
is a supporter of the new station
at Potomac Yard, and echoed
Lambert’s belief that the financing options available are feasible and not likely to place an
increased tax burden on current
residents of Alexandria.
“I think that the financing
plans have been developed conservatively and they are consistent with what we see as the development prospects in this area,”
Lovain said. “Just the construction that’s going on now and then

what’s anticipated, a lot of this is
through discussions with developers and what their plans are.
“They want to get the highest
and best use out of their property; they’re not going to sit on
this property. I think that we’re
confident that this development
will take place and generate the
revenues anticipated.”
But some remain unconvinced by the city’s pronouncements on the costs and how
they will be paid for, especially
considering the sheer size of
the project and how it fits into
a crowded marketplace in the
D.C. region.
“This is the biggest expense
that the City of Alexandria has
ever taken on,” former city councilor and Republican city council candidate Frank Fannon said.
“Before this project, the most
they’d ever spent on a project
was for [the new campus at] T.C.
Williams.
“This is really pressing the
city’s debt guidelines. A lot of
the theory of building this is
that the city council is going by
the theory of ‘Let’s build it and
hope that everything works out
and hope the costs cover themselves.’ It’s just a very big gamble that they’re taking on with
taxpayers’ money.”
But Acting President and
CEO Stephanie Landrum of the
Alexandria Economic Development Partnership believes that
the Metro station at Potomac
Yard will encourage more businesses to move into the area,
especially as more and more are
looking for transit accessibilSEE Potomac Yard | 15
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Sarah Brady dead at 73
Gun control advocate
campaigned tirelessly
after husband’s shooting
By chris teale

Sarah Brady, who spent her
life battling for greater control
on the sale and distribution of
firearms after her husband was
shot and left partially paralyzed, died of pneumonia in
the Goodwin House retirement
community in Alexandria at the
age of 73.
Brady was the widow of
James Brady, President Ronald
Reagan’s former press secretary who was wounded in the
1981 assassination attempt on
the president. She campaigned
tirelessly against the might of
the National Rifle Association
with Handgun Control, Inc.,
which was renamed the Brady
Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence in 2000 in her and her
husband’s honor.
Born in Kirksville, Mo.

and was raised in Alexandria,
Brady graduated from what
was then Francis C. Hammond
High School in 1959. After
studying at the College of William & Mary, she served as a
public school teacher in Virginia and married James Brady
in 1975.
The longtime Republican
worked as assistant to the campaign director for the National
Republican
Congressional
Committee from 1968 to 1970.
She then worked as an administrative aide, first for U.S. Rep.
Mike McKevitt (R-Colo.) and
then for Joseph J. Maraziti (RN.J.). From 1974 to 1978, she
worked as director of administration and coordinator of field
services for the Republican
National Committee.
But it was as a gun-control
advocate that she gained prominence following her husband’s
wounding at the hands of John
W. Hinckley Jr. and a moment

in 1985 when their only child,
James Jr., pointed a loaded
.22-caliber pistol at her thinking it was a toy. She began her
efforts against the gun lobby
that same year, and Mayor Bill
Euille remembers an orator
and activist who always made
people sit up and take notice.
“[Sarah] was a top-notch
speaker,” Euille said. “She always had a presence, she could
always get your attention. She
spoke with confidence, she had
facts and data, and she was
very prominent and vocal in
her dedication and commitment to the cause.
“After hearing her speak, if
you weren’t already a supporter
of the Brady Bill and anti-gun
violence, afterwards you certainly became convinced that
this was something you needed
to become part of.”
She was one of the key players in the passage of the 1993
gun-control legislation known

Courtesy PHOTO

Alexandria native and longtime Republican Sarah Brady, known for
her tireless advocacy of gun control legislation, died last week at the
age of 73. She got involved in the cause after her husband, then the
press secretary under Ronald Reagan, was shot during an assassination attempt in 1981.

as the Brady Bill, which required a waiting period and a
background check on all handgun purchases through federally licensed dealers. The bill
was signed by President Bill
Clinton after Brady lobbied
politicians extensively, many
of whom were cowed by the
influence of the NRA after it

was first proposed in 1987.
“All of us at the Brady Campaign and Center to Prevent
Gun Violence are heartbroken over the passing of Sarah
Brady,” Brady Campaign and
Center President Dan Gross
said in a statement. “Together
SEE Brady | 15

Circa 1790 Home with Heart-of-pine Floors
106 Wolfe Street • Old Town, Alexandria
This late 18th century detached home was originally part of the Roberdeau
Distillery and a cooper's shop. The cooper was the man who made the
whiskey barrels for the distillery. Over the centuries the property has
undergone changes and most recently, a full renovation of the chef's kitchen
as well as updated bathrooms. Original heart of pine floors, 4 fireplaces, a
living room and separate dining room in addition to a large family room
adjoining the kitchen are a few special features of this home. A total of 3
bedrooms, 3.5 renovated baths a 3rd floor study or 4th bedroom all have
many windows and interesting views. The master suite is stunning with
high ceilings and double closets. Enjoy the long fenced back yard complete
with patio and grass! Authentic historic house with all today's modern
conveniences…offered at $1,280,000.
Call Babs Beckwith 703-627-5421 or Vicki Binkley 703-994-0778 for an
appointment to see this unique home.

Babs Beckwith
703.836.1297

www.BabsBeckwith.com

Vicki Binkley
703.994.0778

www.VickiBinkley.com
Listed on the website
of the National Trust for
Historic Preservation
Historic Properties for Sale

109 S Pitt St • Alexandria, VA 22314
Equal Housing Opportunity

Babs Beckwith
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SCENE AROUND TOWN

The end of the world as we know it

PHOTO/TERESA WOOD

Although Natascia Diaz shines
as Charlie’s mother, Adrienne,
the production suffers from an
unsympathetic protagonist and
unlikely character arcs.

‘Soon’ is a depressing look
at the coming apocalypse
By Jordan Wright

The world is ending and
Charlie (Jessica Hershberg) is
obsessed with the lurid headlines. Listening to broadcasts
of the president’s speech declaring the planet’s demise, she
becomes consumed by Wolf
Blitzer. “His voice reminds me
of my father’s,” she admits.
Her dwindling stash of peanut butter explains her inability to rise up from the imagined
safety of her sofa to venture out
into the world to restock, and she
holes up in her tawdry East Village apartment while indulging
in the schadenfreude of CNN’s
apocalyptic reports of the devastating effects of climate change.
Agoraphobic, depressive, defeatist and snide, she’s hardly
anyone’s idea of a heroine.
Her sometimes boyfriend
Jonah (Alex Brightman) can’t
lure her outdoors, and neither
can her mother Adrienne (Natascia Diaz) or her roommate
Steven (Joshua Morgan). “I’m

busy acknowledging the inevitable,” she moans, forgoing her
dreams of starting a neighborhood bakery.
And as she stays put in her
apartment with her pet goldfish,
Herschel, life goes on around
her while the others appear and
disappear both in the present
and from the beyond.
In Signature Theatre’s production of “Soon,” a compact
musical with book, music and
lyrics by Nick Blaemire, the four
intersecting lives are highlighted
through quirky tunes. “Peanut
Butter” and “Bar Mitzvah for
the First Jewish Fish” are two of
the 11 numbers that express the
mood of the characters.
Director Matthew Gardiner,
who last year brought us the brilliant “Sunday in the Park with
George,” has assembled a capable cast of top-drawer talent
to push this musical to the next
level. Among the standouts are
Diaz, whom we raved about in
last year’s “The Three Penny
Opera,” and Morgan, whose
performance as the gay roommate electrifies every scene in

PHOTOS/TERESA WOOD

In Signature Theatre’s production of “Soon,” nobody seems to be able
to get Charlie (Jessica Hershberg) out of her apartment, as she is content to watch the world end from the comfort of her couch. Not her
sometimes boyfriend Jonah (Alex Brightman, top) and not her roommate Steven (Joshua Morgan, bottom).

which he appears.
Also of note are the production values enhanced by the
work of projection designer
Matthew Haber, who splashes
across the walls gloom-anddoom newsreels of the world’s
natural disasters, and Daniel
Conway, whose set design,
complete with crime prevention

bars on the apartment, reflect
Charlie’s self-imposed, emotional prison.
My only complaint is with
the story. It is overly challenging to drum up empathy for
Charlie, even when we discover
that she has contracted a disease
through her own mother. She is
beyond heartless to Jonah, who

begs for her affections as she
constantly dismisses him.
“Everything I ever wanted
never happened,” she whines.
Who puts up with that? The
long-suffering Jonah, who
gives her a goldfish in the hope
that it will bond him to her forever, does. Even in a particularly tender moment when he tells
her that his parents have offered
to pay for her medical care, she
blows him off.
By the time we get to the
fairytale ending and Charlie has
caved to Jonah’s unfathomable
love, it is of little satisfaction
to watch them picnicking while
the world ends to the strains of
the number, “Make Love.”
This post-apocalyptic sci-fi
romance may be uneven, but
some people will most likely
enjoy the futility and despair.
Through April 26 in the ARK
Theatre at Signature Theatre
(Shirlington Village), 4200
Campbell Ave., Arlington, VA
22206. For tickets and information call 703-820-9771 or visit
www.signature-theatre.org.
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pany, Alexandria waterfront
Information: www.potomacriverboatco.org

Now to April 16

Calendar
To have your event
considered for our
calendar listings,
please email
events@alextimes.com.
Each Monday
TAVERN TODDLERS Join other

families as you and your toddler (walkers
through 36 months) have fun in Gadsby’s Tavern Museum’s historic ballroom.
Playtime features a craft table, book
corner, toys, as well as group dancing.
Time: 10:30 to 11:30 a.m.
Location: American Legion, 400
Cameron St., check in at museum first.
Information: 703-746-4242 or www.
gadsbystavern.org

Now to April 12
WATER TAXI TO NATIONAL MALL
During Cherry Blossom season, a
30-minute direct water taxi takes
visitors between Old Town and the
National Mall. The boat docks at Ohio
and West Basin Drive, S.W.
Time: Departing each day at 11:10
a.m., 1:35 p.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Location: Potomac Riverboat Com-

TREATY OF GHENT BALL
DANCE CLASS In preparation for

the Treaty of Ghent Ball on April 18,
learn 18th-century English country
dancing from expert dance instructors.
Time: Each Thursday, 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Location: Gadsby’s Tavern Museum,
134 N. Royal St.
Information: 703-746-4242, gadsbys.tavern@alexandriava.gov or www.
gadsbystavern.org

Now to May 8
PRINCESS FOR A NIGHT
COLLECTION The Princess For

a Night (PFAN) project is collecting
dry-cleaned formal dresses, shoes,
handbags, jewelry, unused make-up
and “nice” shopping bags so young
ladies across the region can attend
prom without breaking the bank.
Time: 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday to
Friday
Location: T.C. Williams Main Office,
3330 King St.
Information: eleanor.muse@acps.
k12.va.us

Now to September 26
BASEBALL BOAT TO NATIONALS PARK Avoid the crowds and

take a leisurely cruise from to Nationals Park along the scenic Potomac
River for a select number of Washington Nationals home games. Boats
returning to Alexandria depart 20
minutes after final pitch.
Time: Nationals home games

Location: Alexandria Marina, 1
Cameron St.
Information: 703-684-0580 or www.
baseballboat.com

April 10-26
STUDENT ART EXHIBITION

Del Ray Artisans and the T.C. Williams
High School Art Department jointly
present the 18th annual Student Art
Exhibition. The exhibit will feature
artwork from T.C. Williams High School
students in grades 9-12.
Time: Thursdays and Sundays noon
to 6 p.m.; Fridays and Saturdays noon
to 9 p.m.
Location: Del Ray Artisans, Nicholas
A. Colasanto Center, 2704 Mount
Vernon Ave.
Information: 703-402-4847 or
hsshow@thedelrayartisans.org

April 11
FIREFIGHTING IN CIVIL WAR
ALEXANDRIA WALKING TOUR

The “We’ve Been Burned: Alexandria
Firefighters During the Civil War” walking tour will explore firefighting during
the Union occupation, visit the sites of
four of the five firehouses and learn
what happened if there was a fire in the
occupied city.
Time: 1 to 3 p.m.
Location: Friendship Firehouse
Museum, 107 S. Alfred St.
Information: 703-746-4994

NATIONAL TARTAN DAY A
celebration of National Tartan Day and
Scottish-American heritage.
Time: 1:30 to 6 p.m.
Location: Market Square, 301 King St.
Information: 405-641-2441 or
kathygarrity.nctdc@gmail.com
SEE Calendar | 21

The Odd Couple

4/25 - 5/16

The Odd Couple - LTA presents Neil Simon’s
comedy classic with a twist! Unger and
Madison are at it again — Florence Unger
and Olive Madison, that is — a in Neil Simon’s
hilarious contemporary comic classic. Come
watch this time-honored comedy reinvented
from a different perspective as the ladies take
over the juicy roles of the Coming soon
famously mismatched
couple to give this wellknown play a whole new life. Watch and laugh as
this “odd couple” learn that friendship may have
its ups and downs but in the end it overpowers
all. Warning — show contains adult language.

600 Wolfe St, Alexandria | 703-683-0496
w w w . t h e l i t t l e t h e at r e . c o m
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Sports

Not getting
carried away
In spite of unbeaten start,
state title in 2014, T.C. boys
soccer remain focused
By Chris Teale

They are defending state
champions with a 5-0-1 record this season, and have
not lost since May of last year
when they went down 2-0 to

Washington-Lee.
However,
the boys soccer team of T.C.
Williams are refusing to get
carried away with their continued success, and know that
there is still a long way to go if
they are to defend their crown.
The Titans resumed their
campaign following spring
break Tuesday night with a

Photo/Chris Teale

Some of T.C. Williams’ substituted
players look on during the Titans’ 5-0 win
away to Robert E. Lee High School. The Titans
boys soccer team are defending state champions and
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WE KNOW YOU'RE BETTER THAN A GENERIC
FITNESS ROUTINE
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Titans
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ponent and we’ve got to bring
our best game to those and so
far I think we’ve done well
with that.”
“Every team we play this
year is going to have this
game circled on their calendar,” Eisenhour said. “It’s
going to be pretty exciting.
We were basically unknown
going into all our games last
year, and this year teams are
preparing extra hard for us,
they’re doing extra sprints at
practice, they’re doing everything they can to get ready
so we’ve just got to stay focused and do our jobs and we
should come out on top.”

brady

FROM | 11

with her husband Jim ‘Bear’
Brady, Sarah was the heart and
soul of this organization and
the successful movement it has
become today.
“In the history of our nation, there are few people,
if any, who are directly responsible for saving as many
lives as Sarah and Jim. There
are countless people walking
around today who would not
be were it not for Sarah Brady’s
remarkable resilience, compassion and — what she always
said she enjoyed the most —
her hard work in the trenches
with this organization, which
she continued right up to the
very end.”

Potomac Yard

FROM | 10

ity when it comes to choosing
where to acquire office space.
She said the National Industries for the Blind and the
Institute for Defense Analysis
already have made significant
progress towards acquiring
property at Potomac Yard, while
more than 20 other companies
have expressed an interest in following suit.
“Part of what the city has
planned at Potomac Yard in
expectation of this Metro is a
very significant amount of new
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As for the rest of this season, the Titans know exactly
what is expected of them and
are determined to keep delivering in practice and on game
day.
“Every day we need to keep
working hard at practice and
keep our heads up,” Nunez
said. “If something goes wrong
in a match, keep our heads up
and keep working hard at practice every day.”
Titans Head Coach Marty Nickley
addresses the boys soccer team
before their game away to Robert
E. Lee High School. T.C. went on
to win 5-0 and continue an unbeaten run that stretches back
almost a year.

Photo/Chris Teale

The Brady Campaign, of
which Sarah Brady was chairwoman until her death, estimates that the Brady Bill has
prevented the sale of 2.4 million firearms to criminals and
other dangerous people. Gross
described the legislation in his
statement as “the most significant achievement in the history
of the gun violence prevention
movement.”
Brady’s husband died last
year, and she spent her final
years at the Goodwin House
retirement community. She
continued to be active in her
final years, lobbying for stricter gun controls after the Sandy Hook Elementary School
shooting in Newtown, Conn.
in December 2012. She also

spoke at city council’s recent
public hearing on the expansion of a facility for Alzheimer’s care at the Woodbine
Nursing Home.
Euille said she will be
missed not just as an advocate, but also as an educator of
young people.
“She was dedicated and
committed to not only her
cause got anti-gun violence, but
her cause for educating young
people,” he said. “As a longtime resident of the city, she’ll
be missed, and our prayers and
condolences are extended to
her family and friends.”
She is survived by her son,
James Scott Brady; brother Bill
Kemp; and stepdaughter Melissa Brady.

office space to be built, and so
that office space won’t be built
and they won’t be able to attract
tenants if there’s not a Metro,”
Landrum said. “This is really
a major milestone to get to this
draft EIS point and to be on the
cusp of the preferred alternatives
being chosen.
“This is sending that message
to people and prospective businesses who have been thinking
about Potomac Yard that this really is going to happen and that
this will be not only a transitoriented but transit-centric community with mixed amenities to
include really great office space.”

The EIS is available to view
in its entirety online at www.
alexandriava.gov/potomacyard,
while physical copies can be
examined in locations across
the city. Officials are inviting
residents to several community
open houses and public hearings
to discuss the report’s findings,
the next of which is on Monday April 13 at 6:30 p.m. at the
Cora Kelly Recreation Center.
WMATA’s board will hold a
public hearing on April 30 at
Cora Kelly, while city council is
set to hold its own hearing May
16 at 10 a.m. at City Hall.

Last Chance!

Offer Extended Until April 30

Visa® Balance
Transfers

Get a CommonWealth One
Platinum Visa Card today

cofcu.org/transfer
(703) 823-5211

Most local area residents can bank with us.

*APR=Annual Percentage Rate. Low 3% balance transfer fee on
every transfer. 0% valid for 12 months.
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At Home

Warmer weather
signals the return of outdoor living
By Elaine Markoutsas

When the Apartment Therapy website collaborated with
Casual Living, a trade publication, to do an outdoor decorating
survey, their main finding was
no surprise: Nearly eight out of
10 homeowners have an outdoor
room or are creating one.
“Outdoor rooms continue
to evolve as one of the most
important areas of the homescape,” says award-winning
West Coast-based designer
Richard Frinier.
“Outside has become the dining, living room and kitchen,”
says Steve Lowsky, president
of Pride Family Brands, a company that specializes in luxury
handcrafted aluminum casual
furnishings. “And there is way

more potential — it’s the ‘room’
with the most square footage.”
With the explosion of performance fabrics and fibers for
weather-safe rugs, as well as a
range of furniture frames —
including wood, metal, wovens
and resin — that allow plenty
of decorating, color and pattern
options, there’s no shortage of
style. And performance fabrics
now have a softer hand, sometimes mimicking luxury indoor
fabrics like silk, chenille, velvet
and even leather.
“The constructions, textures, patterns, colors, UV stability, easy care, and even use of
recycled yarns, are remarkable,”
Frinier says of Sunbrella, a leader in the performance industry.
“That allows us to do much
more outside than we would

PHOTO/BROWN JORDAN

Connexion’s clean lines and reductive detailing allow it to be mixed and matched to complement a broad
range of architectural styles and living spaces, according to its designer, Richard Frinier. The white-on-white
powder-coated aluminum frame is so fresh, but Frinier especially likes to team it with gray, along with a tonal
shift in fabric to gray, a subtle contrast.

have ever considered doing just
a few years ago.
“Also, people are starting to mix and match their
outdoor furniture, [pulling]
pieces from different collections the way they do indoors,”
says Frinier, “to create a more

unique, original and sometimes curated look.”
Consumer tastes have been
trending to simpler, more modern silhouettes in recent years
— both indoors and out. But
no matter what the preference,
there’s one thing that most ev-

eryone agrees on: comfort.
While style choices are
broad, here are five categories
for this season’s al fresco offerings that are especially directional.
SEE outdoors | 17

HOME OF THE WEEK

Plenty of space for plenty of guests

This property is a lovely brick
home set back from the road
with a curved stone walk-way,
a manicured lawn and perennial gardens. A foyer entry with
a half bathroom welcomes you
to the gracious living room with
fireplace and a formal dining
room. The kitchen with granite
breakfast bar is open to the family room with a wet bar, fireplace
and adjacent breakfast room.
French doors then open to
a fabulous low maintenance
screened-in porch and deck
with stairs to the back yard. On
the upper level are an office,
three bedrooms and two full
bathrooms including the mas-

At a Glance:

Address: 1507 Russell Road,
Alexandria, VA 22301
Neighborhood: Del Ray

ter suite with vaulted ceilings
and a luxury en suite bathroom.
In the attic is a fourth bedroom

and full bathroom plus a lower
level guest/nanny suite with a
kitchen and private entry.

Price: $1,187,000
Bedrooms: 5
Baths: 4.5
Year Built: 1930

PHOTOs/DS CREATIVE

A beautiful home with a spacious two-story addition and a guest/
nanny suite with kitchen.

Parking: Off-street
Contact: Christine Garner, Weichert
Realtors Old Town, 703-587-4855

WWW.ALEXTIMES.COM
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White
White and natural often are
part of the cushion package
for outdoor furniture, as they
go with everything. In frames,
white long has been a classic —
think Adirondack chairs and
English painted planters and
furniture. But this year, it is
especially coming on strong in
the contemporary category —
both in slick glossy and matte
finishes.
“White is a classic neutral,
which is always popular,” says
Frinier. “When used on upholstered furnishings, it serves
as a starting point like a clean
canvas to a painter. Whether
bright or soft, warm or cool,
white tends to lighten a space
[indoors or out] and even lifts
our moods and spirits. It is
seen across all styles. Starting
with a neutral, white palette allows you to bring your personal
style to any collection simply
by choosing a frame finish and
also textured and patterned
fabrics for toss pillows to stylize as you wish.”
Frinier describes his new
modular Connexion collection
for Brown Jordan as a thoroughly indoor/outdoor sectional designed for comfort and
versatility, light in appearance,
though durable and functional.
“The framework is tautly
upholstered with a double wall
of a proprietary Versatex mesh,
which means you can actually
use the same or different fabric
on the outside and inside vertical surfaces for either low or
high contrast appeal.”
Another modular grouping, from Royal Botania, has a
less pronounced, slender frame
that’s barely there, serving as
a platform with short feet for
cushions, especially striking
in black. White and taupe also
are a dynamic combination in
a tightly upholstered armless
sofa from Room & Board. Other color options are available,
including brights, which coordinate with a fun cube table
designed by Frank Gehry.
More transitional is a new
group for Janus et Cie that pairs
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handsome chairs with gridded
backs by Orlando Diaz-Azcuy
with a table designed by the
company CEO Janice Feldman.
The pieces were influenced by
the style of Josef Hoffman and
the early 20th-century Viennese collective Wiener Werkstaette, and their graceful lines
suit both contemporary and
traditional architecture.
Statement pieces
At the other end of the spectrum, there’s explosive color
and bold form. Like statement
jewelry, these are standalone
pieces that can shake up a neutral setting.
“When you bring colors
into your outdoor spaces,” says
Frinier, “whether subtle and
soft or bright and vibrant, this
splash of patterns and textures
draw people into the space because of the visual interest and
energy generated, exactly the
same way we all use color and
pattern for our interiors.
“When you are inside of
your home looking out to your
outdoor room and spaces, or
when you are looking down
from a balcony, or near a pool,
you have to remember you are
seeing your outdoor furniture
arrangements from a different
perspective and it is smart to
consider this when choosing
frame finishes and fabrics.”
That goes for scale as well.
The Tiempo chair from Janus
et Cie calls attention to itself
because of its heft, but also
because of distinguishing features: pairing teak and powdercoated aluminum and canting
the sides of its square arms,
plus its striped coral upholstery.
A double chaise takes up a
larger footprint as well, and the
eye-catching Oko lounger from
Mamagreen also boasts functional pullout trays and small
umbrellas as well as a perky
stripe to make it a standout.
Form and materials put
the spotlight on complementary pieces as well, such as a
glass-topped side table from
Janus et Cie, which has a pedestal that looks like it’s made
of knotted cords; it’s actually
Sunbrella fabric.

PHOTO/ROYAL BOTANIA

In this all-weather design called Lazy by Kris Van Puyvelde for Royal Botania, the sleek anodized aluminum
frame nearly hugs the ground, elevated ever so slightly on short feet. But the sliver of white is a most effective
foil for black upholstery in a lineny weave; outdoor leather called Stamskin also is available. The tabletop is
made of a high-pressure laminate that is water-resistant. The modular pieces allow rearranging in no time.

Even bolder is a chair from
a line called M’Afrique for the
Italian brand Moroso. Its vibrant
hues rival anything blooming
in the garden, but it’s the craftsmanship that really stands out.
It’s handcrafted by artisans in
Africa who use a technique of
plaiting by hand — with plastic
cord traditionally used to make
fishing nets that’s perfectly safe
for outdoor use.
Woven
All-weather wicker continues to be popular. It lends texture and options, as there are
different styles of weaving as
well as opportunities for combining more than one hue to
create nuanced effects. Some
mimic sweater weaves, others
herringbone. And sometimes
the material lends itself to
bending in ways that can’t be
replicated in other outdoor media. A collection introduced by
designer Celerie Kemble for
Laneventure, for example, featured “movement” in skirted
bases, a kind of draping that
resembles fabric folds.
But even traditional forms
can be tweaked for great effect. Take the outdoor wicker
wing chair from Arhaus, for
example. The shape and style
are familiar, but the expression in a large-scale herringbone weave takes it in a new

The American Horticultural Society’s

Spring
Garden
Market
at River Farm

Shop for natives,
specialty plants,
edibles and more!

April 10 & 11
AHS memberS-only morning
(with current membership card)
Friday, April 10, 10 a.m.–12 p.m.
Public SAle
Friday, April 10, 12 a.m.– 6 p.m.
Saturday, April 11, 10 a.m.–6 p.m.
River Farm is located at
7931 East Boulevard Drive in
Alexandria, Virginia. Parking is
$5 per car (cash only); free for
AHS members (with valid member
card, receipt, or other proof of
membership).

for more information

Call (703) 768-5700 or visit www.ahs.org.
SEE outdoors | 21
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OUT OF THE CLASSROOM
Immanuel Lutheran win big
in regional spelling bee

Last month, students from
Immanuel Lutheran School
earned top honors in the annual Washington Area Lutheran Schools Spelling Bee. This
annual competition hosts students from Lutheran Schools
throughout the Washington
area.
ILS students in third through
eighth grade participated in the
competition, hosted by Our Savior Lutheran School in Arlington. In the 3rd/4th grade category, students placed first, second
and third.
Congratulations to the following students: Jake Crim
(8th) - First Place 7th/8th
Grade; Gabriel Brady (6th)
- First Place 5th/6th Grade;
Jonah Cook (4th) - First Place

3rd/4th Grade; Grace Brady
(3rd) - Second Place 3rd/4th
Grade; and Elle Kunik (3rd) Third Place 3rd/4th Grade.
“Our students had so much fun
preparing for and participating
in this year’s spelling bee, and
we were very happy with how
their hard work paid off in this
competition,” said Immanuel
Lutheran School Headmaster Julia Habrecht. “This is such a fun
opportunity every year for our
students to meet and compete
with students from throughout
the Washington area. Spelling
and language are certainly very
important components of our
classical, liberal arts curriculum
at Immanuel, and we were very
proud of how well our students
performed.”

Our Savior Lutheran School

Pre-K (age 4 by September 30th) through 8th grade

Thursday, April 23rd, 9 - 11 am and 6 - 8 pm
• Extended day program available
• Small class sizes, diverse student body
• Christian education, fully accredited and licensed
• We start each day with The Pledge of Allegiance
and My Country ‘Tis of Thee
825 South Taylor Street, Arlington, VA 22204 • (703) 892-4846 • www.osva.org
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First Night Alexandria donates to ACPS music programs
The board of directors of
First Night Alexandria announced last month that in
celebration of the group’s 20th
anniversary, it will contribute a total of $3,900 to band,
choir and orchestra programs
at Jefferson-Houston School,
George Washington and
Francis C. Hammond middle
schools and T.C. Williams
High School. With these contributions, First Night Alexandria will have donated a total
of $17,585 to these programs
since 2011.
“We had another successful First Night Alexandria,”
said board member Lori
Quill. “I want to thank Alexandria’s citizens for making
it possible for First Night to
increase our donations from
past years by clicking on the

link we added to our website to
make donations. We raised an
additional $590 above the donations the board had planned for
this year, which really helped us
make a difference.
“I also want to say thank you
to the students, directors and
parents who volunteered to be a
part of the Pyramid Concert on
First Night, and our other volun-

teers who ensured that our First
Night event ran perfectly.”
The checks to the orchestra,
band and choir for three schools
— T.C. Williams, George Washington and Francis C. Hammond
middle schools — were presented by First Night Alexandria
board member and former Mayor Kerry Donley and First Night
executive director Ann Dorman.

Grace Episcopal students donate food ahead of Easter
The students of Grace
Episcopal School helped feed
those hungry and in need in
Alexandria by creating a gigantic, canned and boxed-food
“Bountiful Basket” bunny on
March 31.
Measuring 28 by 34 feet this
bunny-shaped structure was entirely made of boxed and canned
foods donated by Grace Episcopal School students and their
families. This service learning
project is one of many opportunities Grace students have to be
of service to others.
“The Easter Bunny and
his helpers were hard at work
at Grace Episcopal School as
they worked together to supply
the food pantry at Alexandria’s
Grace Episcopal Church with
hundreds of cans and boxes of
food for those who do not have
the means to feed themselves
and their families,” said Grace
parent Jeremy Flachs.
“As children bounce into the
Easter weekend with joy and
laughter, chocolate eggs and
candy treats to celebrate life

in all its fullness, the students
at Grace Episcopal School are
asked to pause for a moment
and consider those who may not
be able to share in the joy,” said
Sharon Heaney, another parent.
“Each box and can represents a
small hand reaching out to another person who does not know
the abundance and provision that
we experience every day. As the
Easter Bunny leaves undeserved
treats for us this weekend, a re-

minder of the great gift of grace
in our lives, it is our hope that
these goods will bring encouragement and blessing to others.”
Over 175 cans, jars and boxes of food were used in the construction of the bunny. All of the
food was donated to the Grace
Episcopal Church Food Pantry,
which works in conjunction
with the Alexandria Department of Human Services to feed
city families in need.
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Bishop Ireton students perform
‘The Drowsy Chaperone’
Last month, Bishop Ireton
theatre productions opened its
offbeat comedic musical “The
Drowsy Chaperone.” The production begins with a man in
a chair who plays his record,
“The Drowsy Chaperone,” to
cure the blues.
The record comes to life in
the form of extravagant flappers,
delightful gangsters and a mystifying aviatrix, all anticipated
renditions of 1920s culture. He
talks directly to the audience
and adds commentary to the
story of a bride, Janet, leaving
her life of acting and glamour
for a man she just recently met,
all the while being guided by
her alcohol-loving chaperone.
The creative process that went
into this production started back
in January and only ended the
Thursday before opening night.
The first step in creating
“The Drowsy Chaperone” was
casting. Principals in the play
all had at least one solo; therefore, all the students who were
cast needed to be able to sing
and dance at an advanced level.
Many students new to Bishop

Ireton theatre were cast to play
the main roles including Brenden Peifer, a senior, who was
cast to play Robert, Janet’s
bridegroom. Other seniors on
the B.I. stage for the first time
were Ronie Altejar, who played
the best man; Nick Lamb, who
played the bride’s acting agent;
and Kyra Smith as Janet.
Meanwhile, members of the
stage crew got right to work in
planning and designing the set
for the musical as they planned
and built a living room setting
with changing window scenes to
go along with the record. As the
stage crew worked on building
and gathering materials for this
set, actors were put straight to
work memorizing lines, learning keys and establishing choreography. Weeks were spent
solely on learning all of those
components.
Not until the end of February
did all the parts of the musical
— acting, singing and dancing — come together to form
a semi-cohesive art form. Rehearsals usually started at 5:30
and ended around 8 p.m.

Courtesy photo

Costuming and stage crew
meetings usually lasted longer
and towards the end included 12hour work days on Saturday. The
week before the play is known as
Tech Week. On the Saturday before opening night, the costumes
are expected to be complete and
the stage set satisfyingly done.
This week is like the last 50
yards of the race, with rehearsals
starting at 5:30 and end at 10 p.m.
Light, sound, props, costumes
and acting comes together for
the first time to practice the entire musical until opening night.
Luckily “The Drowsy Chaperone” was right on track to perform as planned. Previous musicals that fell behind had to be
postponed. Overall, the process
led to success, as reviews raved
that this was “Ireton’s best musical” and many were “willing to
see it twice.”

Courtesy photo

After spending the winter collecting coins for Stop Hunger Now, all
the students, faculty and staff at Alexandria Country Day School
assembled 20,000 meals for the hunger relief organization. With
each meal costing just 29 cents, the student coin collection paid
for 13,081 of the 20,000 meals packaged. To assemble the meals
— which contained rice, a soy protein, dehydrated vegetables and a
vitamin packet — the ingredients were measured into bags at funnel stations and passed along to weigh stations to ensure they contained the correct amount of food. After being sealed, the bags were
put in boxes to be shipped overseas.

YMCA ALEXANDRIA
Take a tour to see everything YMCA Alexandria
now offers you and your family!

• Expanded Wellness Floor
• Renovated Indoor Pool
• Enhanced member connection area
• Expanded weekday hours
• Enhanced child care area
ONE WEEK GUEST PASS
This pass entitles you to
seven (7) consecutive days
of access to the YMCA
Alexandria branch. Must be
at least 18 years old and a
local resident. Guests are
limited to one pass
redemption during any oneyear period.

Courtesy photo

Upper School students at St. Stephen’s and St. Agnes received numerous honors in the 2015 National Scholastic Art and Writing Awards, in association with the nonprofit organization Alliance for Young Artists & Writers. In regional competitions, Saints were recognized in three categories: Gold Key, Silver Key and Honorable
Mention, for their photography, painting, art portfolios, ceramic creations and writing.

YMCA ALEXANDRIA
420 East Monroe Avenue,
Alexandria, VA 22301
(703) 838-8085
www.ymcadc.org
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Turning Back Time

This week in 2007:
Recreating George Washington’s hooch –

“Who would have known it? As the historic interpreters at
Mount Vernon tell it, our nation’s benefactor, our top war
general, founding father and first farmer was one of the
Colonial period’s foremost entrepreneurs. While Thomas
Jefferson may have lived in a swankier house in Charlottesville, Ben Franklin flew those cool kites and Paul Revere had his elegant silverware, well, George Washington
had his own distillery. And a profitable one, to boot.”

‘Digging for the Past’ spotlights city’s rich
history – “Alexandria has been included in the Oxford

University Press series of books entitled “Diggng for the
Past,” an expoloration of how archaeology identifies and
preserves history.”

What you can get for $449,000 – “The me-

dian cost for a home in Northern Virginia was $449,000
in February, according to the Northern Virginia Association of Realtors. What does that mean for the Alexandria homebuyer? What will $449,000 buy? On March 27,
Realtors.com listed six dwellings for that exact sum.”

WWW.ALEXTIMES.COM
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BEST BIB AND TUCKER BALL

The first annual Best Bib and Tucker
Ball, featuring champagne, wine, an
oyster bar and hors d’oeuvres. Tickets
cost $125 per person.
Time: 7 to 10 p.m.
Location: Gadsby’s Tavern Museum,
134 N. Royal St.
Information: www.gadsbystavernmuseum.us

April 12
MAD SCIENCE Explore where

real science and mad science collide
with 45 minute tours, which start
every 30 minutes and feature historic
medicines with surprising side effects. Upstairs, meet the Museum’s
very own mad scientist bringing to
life some crazy concoctions and the
science behind them. Reservations
recommended.
Time: 1 to 4:30 p.m.
Location: Stabler-Leadbeater Apothecary Museum, 105-107 S. Fairfax St.
Information: shop.alexandriava.gov

ARCHITECTURE TOUR OF OLD
TOWN As a celebration of Virginia

Architecture Week, local architects
provide free walking tours through
Old Town Alexandria. The tours will
highlight the history of Alexandria as
reflected through its architecture and
urban design, showcasing examples

outdoors
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direction. That it sits on turned
feet is another nice indoor furniture touch.
Another woven by Barbara
Barrie for McGuire doesn’t
disappoint her followers; it delivers clean lines and smartly
tailored looks.
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from Georgian to Art Deco. Admission
is free, reservations required.
Time: 1 to 3 p.m.
Location: AIA Northern Virginia, 205
S. Patrick St.
Information: www.aianova.org

April 15
SENIOR SERVICES SPEAKER
SERIES April’s Speaker Series of

Senior Services of Alexandria focuses
on “Aging in Place: Services and Innovative Programs.” Participants will
learn about the latest in innovative
housing solutions, programs, and
services to help “age in place” safely
in your home.
Time: 9:30 a.m. to noon
Location: Beth El Hebrew Congregation, 3830 Seminary Road
Information: 703-836-4414, ext. 10.
or www.seniorservicealex.org

April 16-19
SPRING BOOK SALE The Friends
of the Beatley Central Library hold their
Spring Book Sale. All items are $3 or
less, unless specially marked.
Time: 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Friday; 10
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Saturday; 1 to 4:30
p.m. Sunday
Location: Charles E. Beatley Central
Library, 5005 Duke St.
Information: 703-746-1702 or www.
alexandria.lib.va.us
PHOTO/JANUS ET CIE

Its scale alone calls attention, but
the Tiempo lounge by Jorge Pense
Design Studio gets tons of style
points for its canted arms, teak detailing on powder-coated aluminum
legs and sassy striped upholstery.

Mixed Media
There’s more of a desire in
outdoor furnishings to not go
all-suite, everything matching.
It takes a good eye for design,
though, to mix it up by pulling
from different brands and collections, which is what good
designers do for an eclectic
look. So some manufacturers
are mixing it up themselves,
teaming up different materials
within one collection or crossing collections.
Teak manufacturers, in
particular, like Barlow Tyrie
and Gloster have started to
do this. Showing wood tables
with woven chairs or tables
with metal bases and stone
tops lends more visual appeal.

Upholstered and slip-covered looks
Fully upholstered sofas and
chairs as well as slip-covered
looks are here to stay. Fillings
also have improved, not only
with waterproof features but
also in ultra plush comfort.
The newest collection by
Timothy Oulton at Restoration Hardware easily could
transition indoors. Shown in
white, the sectional is cleanlined – one that can play off of

April 18
EMANCIPATION LECTURE

Tours of the 1825 house and grounds
and a lecture at 2 p.m. by Char McCargo Bah on researching the life histories
of enslaved African-Americans.
Time: 1 to 4 p.m.
Location: Historic Huntley, 6918
Harrison Lane
Information: 703-768-2525

TREATY OF GHENT BANQUET
AND BALL A special evening in the

year 1815 as the United States and
Great Britain officially end aggressions. Enjoy a period-inspired banquet
and program with President James
Madison and the first lady as well as
members of his cabinet. Then move
to the Ballroom for a festive evening
of dancing. Black tie or 1815 attire
encouraged. Tickets cost from $45 to
$145 per person.
Time: 5:30 to 11 p.m.
Location: Gadsby’s Tavern Museum,
134 N. Royal St.
Information: www.gadsbystavern.org

ALEXANDRIA HISTORIC
HOMES & GARDEN TOUR

Celebrating the 82nd anniversary
of Historic Garden Week in Virginia,
this tour features privately owned Old
Town homes and gardens plus historic
properties like the Lee-Fendall House
Museum & Garden, Carlyle House
Historic Park and George Washington’s
Mount Vernon. Tickets are available at

a variety of companion pieces.
The design seems to exude
comfort, exactly the ambience
that’s so sought after because
it reminds us of how we like to
live indoors.
Notice, too, that sofas, sectionals and banquettes all lend
themselves well to designing
the space with all sorts of accessories, such as lanterns, throws,
pillows, side tables — anything
that visually warms the setting.
There’s also the idea of creating
a sanctuary, a getaway.
Some of the comments from
those surveyed by Casual Living/Apartment Therapy spoke
to the psychology of being outdoors.
A
Michigan
consumer
weighed in: “My outdoor room
is a place to feel connected with
wildlife and nature. Somewhere
to enjoy the sound of birds and
rustling trees and to watch the
flicker of the fire pit. It’s somewhere to entertain guests and to
show off to neighbors.”
And a respondent from Missouri summed it up: “It’s an escape in my own backyard.”

the Alexandria Visitors Center.
Time: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Location: Old Town
Information: www.vagardenweek.org

CARLYLE HOUSE GARDEN
DAY HERB & CRAFT SALE

Celebrate spring with the Friends of
Carlyle House’s Annual Garden Day
Herb & Craft Sale, where culinary and
decorative herbs and plants will be
available for purchase.
Time: 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Location: Carlyle House Historic Park,
121 N. Fairfax St.
Information: 703-549-2997 or
www.carlylehouse.org

NATURE CENTER OPEN
HOUSE Celebrate Earth Day with

educational exhibits on the animals
that live at the nature center, animal
feedings and short presentations.
Time: 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Location: Jerome “Buddie” Ford
Nature Center, 5750 Sanger Ave.
Information: 703-746-5525 or

majd.jarrar@alexandriava.gov

ANNUAL SPRING INVITATIONAL CHEER COMPETITION

Support youth cheerleading teams
from neighborhood recreation centers
and the metropolitan area. Tickets are
available for purchase at the door the
day of the event.
Time: 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Location: T.C. Williams High School
Gymnasium, 3330 King St.
Information: 703-746-5402 or
tamika.coleman@alexandriava.gov

EYES AND AGING A free seminar
led by Timothy J. Schoen on retinal
degenerative diseases and how to
maintain eye health.
Time: Registration begins 9 a.m.,
seminar 10 a.m.
Location: NOVA Community College
Alexandria Campus, Donald L. Bisdorf
Building, Auditorium, Room AA196,
5000 Dawes Ave.
Information: 410-423-0624 or
kault@fightblindness.org
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Our View
Pave the redevelopment
path with common ground
“You’re either part of the solution or you’re part of the
problem.” That saying by Eldridge Cleaver can be applied
to a great many things in life. It’s applicable to issues surrounding development in Alexandria — particularly the
redevelopment of the city’s waterfront.
Being part of the solution on development issues means
city officials and residents alike genuinely must engage and
search for common ground.
For city officials, it means no backroom deals with developers. It means listening honestly to concerns Alexandrians raise about development projects and how projects might
negatively affect their quality of life. It means being open to
scrapping some plans, altering others and looking for ways to
mitigate negative impacts on nearby residents.
For Alexandria residents, being part of the solution entails
attending meetings, voicing concerns and suggesting changes.
But it also means realizing that development is in general a positive thing for the city — continued development is essential if
we are to curb the tide of rising property taxes.
Constructive engagement means working with city officials to change what’s feasible while knowing and accepting
that you won’t get everything you want. It means recognizing when you are being a NIMBY. It means trying to view
issues through the lens of what’s best for all Alexandrians. It
ultimately means knowing when to walk away.
Residents and city officials become part of the problem
when they approach issues with arrogance or intransigence.
An example of the former was the city’s threat to take the Old
Dominion Boat Club by eminent domain. Unfortunately, an example of the latter is the continued refusal of the so-called “Iron
Ladies” of Old Town to acknowledge that they are not going to
be able to block a hotel at the foot of Duke Street.
It is past time for the Iron Ladies to drop their litigation and
move on. We sympathize with their concerns about the size
of the hotel and the manner in which city council passed this
measure. But it is time to face the reality that more litigation is
not going to change the outcome. Enough is enough.
We suggest that Friends of the Alexandria Waterfront seek
more constructive ways to engage on the Carr project, such
as continuing its admittedly late push to see if Carr will agree
to remove their construction debris by barge, as EYA has just
agreed to do with their project at Robinson Terminal South.
We continue to believe that clogged traffic and parking difficulties are the biggest negative long-term effects of putting a
hotel in the middle of Old Town’s historic residential district.
City council must do proactively what many cities across the
country have done: make certain streets resident-only parking.
This is an issue where Friends of the Alexandria Waterfront
could make a positive contribution by lobbying the city.
EYA’s agreement to barge their floodplain and parking
garage debris is an example of successful civic engagement.
Residents attended public meetings and voiced support for
barging. The developer and the city listened, worked together
and came up with an admirable plan. City officials should
show the same responsiveness on issues of traffic and parking
around the Carr site.
Being part of the solution takes a lot more work than being
part of the problem. It’s worth the effort.

ALEXANDRIA TIMES

Opinion

“Where the press is free and every man is able to read, all is safe.”

- Thomas Jefferson

Your Views
Alexandria needs referendums for capital projects
To the editor:
The city council-created
mega-spending tsunami has
begun. Unless you and your
neighbors replace this mayor
and city council with fiscally
sensible people and demand
the city charter be changed to
impose a spending restriction
on our elected officials, there
is nothing you can do about the
enormous wave of debt soon to
engulf you. It is pointless even
to hold on to your wallet.
This is because our current
mayor, the two additional announced candidates for mayor
and the current city council
are poised to spend upwards
of three-quarters of a billion
dollars for a single, new Metro
station. Consider this: The city
does not have any of this money
set aside for a new station. In
fact, its spending already exceeds its revenues. But this will
not stop our spendthrift mayor
and his city council think-alikes
from making ready to burden

you and unborn future residents
with a debt so massive it will
span generations.
You may think I am exaggerating, but how’s this for evidence of a mind made up. It’s
a quote contained in the March
27 city public service announcement declaring that the Potomac
Yard Metrorail station planning
has reached a major milestone
with the completion of the draft
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
In it, Mayor Bill Euille said,
“This is a significant point in a
critical project. The draft EIS reflects extensive community input and staff expertise, and will
help city council make the best
decision regarding a new station
and location.”
By now you probably are
wondering, “If only the location
is to be decided, then what’s the
benefit?” And there’s the crux
of the matter. From my perch,
there is no benefit: zip, zero,
nada. But our mayor and other

elected officials would have you
believe a new Metro station will
take traffic off U.S. Route 1, a
ludicrous assertion. Doubt me?
Go to Tyson’s Corner and stand
near its new Metro station, especially during rush hour. You
don’t need to be a traffic engineer to discover the congestion
there is as acute as it ever was.
And so will it be on Route 1, the
cut-through route for many Fairfax County residents.
Here’s another purported
benefit, but not for thee or me:
Our tax-and-spend mayor and
councilors see the new Metro
as a pot of gold. Why, you ask?
Because they candidly admit
it will allow them to raise the
property valuations on nearby
structures, both current and
those they believe will be built.
These increased property valuations mean the occupants will
pay more property taxes than
they would sans Metro.
SEE referendums | 23
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We’re doing our part to find
a solution at Chinquapin

To the editor:
Thank you for the March 5 article
(“Chinquapin Olympic pool dead in
the water?”) and the March 12 editorial (“Chinquapin pool price isn’t just
sticker shock”) on the proposed new
pool at Chinquapin Park Recreation
Center & Aquatics Facility. You have
helped to focus attention on a critical
project for the city.
The Ewald, Lee and Colasanto
pools all have been closed in recent
years. Warwick will not open this
summer, and most of the remaining
swimming pools in the city are deteriorating. A study shows that the city is
only meeting 20 percent of the swimming demand with the current facility
at Chinquapin. All of this has been
known to citizens and to city leaders.
Our group — the Advocates for Alexandria Aquatics (AAA) — has been
working with city staff and city council
over the past three years to develop a
solution to the problem. Council approved $23 million in long-range capital funds in 2012 to address the need to
rebuild our aquatics infrastructure.

We are now approaching the implementation stage for these improvements,
including the new pool at Chinquapin,
which would probably be better described as a 20-lane multipurpose pool
than an Olympic pool. It would rarely
be used in its 50-meter configuration. It
would be much more likely to be used
with the 20-plus lanes crosswise or for
aerobics, scuba training, water polo, etc.
The current pool at Chinquapin is not
nearly large enough to meet the demand.
But regardless of the name,
Hughes Group Architects’ cost estimates came as a shock to our group,
the swimming public and I’m sure
to city staff. But rather than despair
over the potential loss of a pool,
AAA immediately developed a fourprong approach to solve the financial
crisis and make a multipurpose pool
possible.
• First, we advocate looking at
various types of pool materials,
which might be less expensive
than the traditional brick and

referendums

Our tax-andspend mayor
and councilors see
the new Metro as a
pot of gold. Why, you
ask? Because they
candidly admit it will
allow them to raise the
property valuations on
nearby structures, both
current and those they
believe will be built.”
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Our mayor, our elected officials
and mayoral candidates are oblivious that the more something is taxed,
the less there will be of it. And not a
single one even has made a guesstimate of the delay a new Metro station
will add to current Metro commuters, much less explained alternative
spending options. Just think about it
for a moment. If the city is going to
borrow this much money, what other alternatives are there to purchase
with this enormous sum?
Three that pop into my mind are:
Forever fully fund every non-profit
providing social services to city residents; provide in perpetuity four year
scholarships to every graduating high
school student; or give electric bicycles
annually to everyone in every Alexandria household. And there will be
money left over too to bury overhead
electric wires and even to pave the
streets, some with gold.
Finally, don’t waste your time appearing before city council to express
your reservations. The fix is in. The
only options are to cap what our elected

SEE POOL | 24

officials can spend without citizen approval or to replace them all with people
who know how to create wealth, not just
more debt and taxation. If at least you do
the former, then our next mayor and city
council will perforce be required to persuade us why their spending schemes
will enhance our quality of life. Other
Virginia cities require referendums for
costly projects. Why not Alexandria?
- Jimm Roberts
Alexandria

Alexandria in Action
with John Porter

We’re No. 2,
but we try harder
Alexandria ranks second in the coun- of your choosing. Also partnering this
try in most online giving, closely behind year is the Del Ray Business Association
Seattle according to national nonprofit (www.visitdelray.com), with many busisoftware provider Blackbaud, but only nesses helping to promote online giving
a few years ago, we were number one. to Alexandria’s nonprofits.
In much the same way, a small idea
While being number two is quite an accomplishment, it reminds me of an old to improve our city — to make it greener
Avis car rental company campaign — — may not seem like much in the larger
scope of our world, but as philosopher
“We’re No. 2 but we try harder.”
Later this month — April 22 — we Lao Tzu once said, “The journey of a
have the opportunity to prove that we thousand miles beings with one step.” For
do try harder with Alexandria’s fifth the past three years, ACT for Alexandria
has sponsored the Green Ideas
annual online Spring2ACChallenge through the ACTion
Tion day of giving, located at
Alexandria online platform.
www.spring2action.org. InResidents submit ideas to make
terestingly, this year’s event
Alexandria more sustainable
closely aligns with Earth Day,
and in return, prize money,
another important national
generously provided by the Docelebration with both local
minion Foundation, is awarded
and global implications.
to bring selected ideas to fruiThe message for both efforts
John Porter
tion. From limiting one-time
is simple: Individual action —
donating during Spring2ACTion or sub- use shopping bags to creating storm drain
mitting an idea to make our community rain gardens, the ideas already are flowing
greener — can make a difference. While in for this year’s challenge.
You can play a role by going online
a small donation during Spring2ACTion
may not seem like much, coupled with the to www.actionalexandria.org to support
donations of others it can make a world the ideas you believe are best. The reof difference for those who benefit from sults of community voting will be prothe services provided by local nonprofits. vided to a panel of expert judges, who
Spring2ACTion 2014 raised more than will review each of the submissions to
$1 million from 7,500 donors. Our hope determine which should receive fundthis year is to enlist the support of more ing. Last year, the challenge resulted in
than 10,000 donors, which should result improved recycling at youth sporting
in additional donations to local nonprofits events, arts and nature classes at a local
and increased engagement on important park, new wetland gardens at selected
issues facing our community. Last year’s elementary schools, and trees planted at
average donor amount was an amazing Four Mile Run Park — small steps to$137, with contributions ranging from wards a larger purpose.
We truly live in a wonderful and carthe minimum $10 to $10,000.
So, what can you do? On April 22, ing community with so much to offer. At
you can go to www.spring2action.org and the same time, there are issues that need
donate to one or more of 120 Alexandria to be addressed. While it may seem that
charities. You can follow along online an individual can’t make a difference,
throughout the day, where leaderboards you most certainly can. I hope you will
tally the day’s donations and specifically take the opportunity to be a part of the
show where people choose to make a dif- many solutions through Spring2ACTion,
ference. You also can help by shopping the Green Ideas Challenge and in whatlocally, as the Old Town Boutique Dis- ever other ways you find meaningful.
trict (www.oldtownboutiquedistrict.com) Alexandria can be even better than it is
has joined with local restaurants Holy — with your help.
Cow, Pork Barrel BBQ and Sweet Fire
Donna’s to provide a percentage of their
The writer is the president and CEO
proceeds on April 22 to a local nonprofit
of ACT for Alexandria.
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Musings on some
Alexandria oddities

We all have our rants. Things counter (if such a person exists) such
that one person may not notice as, “Do fish count toward the six-pet
will strike another as outrageous rule?” If so, everyone with an aquaror hypocritical. Below are some of ium may be in violation. If not, why
mine, and I would be interested to are we discriminating against fish?
Are we saying they’re not pets?
hear what bugs you.
Is the city’s position that life beI heard grumblings this winter
from people who were annoyed gins at conception or at birth? After
that too many Alexandria residents all, a family needs to know at what
didn’t get their sidewalks cleared point they’re violating the law if,
within the city requirement of 48 say, Muffin is carrying six kittens.
hours. That doesn’t particularly And the aggregate weight of seven
Pomeranians is less than
bother me. There are too
one Great Dane — why,
many people for whom
if the city is regulating
the act of shoveling snow
the number of pets we
is either dangerous or
can own, doesn’t it also
physically impossible. A
give us a weight limit?
friend of mine died last
And how did City
winter while clearing a
Hall decide four is the
neighbor’s driveway.
right number? Did
What does bother me:
someone roll a die? Has
The city has this requiresomeone watched Monment on the books, but
apparently the ordinance By Denise Dunbar ty Python’s bit about the
holy hand grenade one
doesn’t apply to the city
itself. Like Congress exempting it- too many times? I can imagine
self from obnoxious laws it passes, the conversation between city emthis strikes me as the height of hy- ployees after hours, in a bar:
“Joe, there are too many gosh
pocrisy. After our snowfalls this
year, I walked and drove past many darn cats in this city.”
“Yes, Billy, I know.”
city parks — most of which had
“What we going to do about it?”
pristine, untouched snow on sur“I know, let’s limit the amount
rounding sidewalks.
There are two other city laws I of cats per household!”
“But what’s a good number?”
find insulting and ridiculous. The
“Bartender, we’ll take two shots
first is — yes, I’ve railed against this
before — Alexandria’s four cat cap, and two beers.”
Almost as bad is the ordinance
also known as the “cat lady” rule.
It’s enormously condescending for saying an Alexandria resident can’t
the city to think its residents need to leave their car parked in one spot
be told how many pets they can own for more than three days, even if
— the city says no more than four they lack off-street parking. This,
cats or six pets in total. The right despite the fact said resident pays
number for one family may be dif- local taxes on both their car and, if
ferent from what’s right for another. they’re a homeowner, their house.
And the families — not Big Brother And, as with the cat rule, how did
— are perfectly capable of making the city arrive at the number three?
This law is supposedly on the
this determination on their own.
I know of a family with eight books to protect city residents from
children that recently moved to a deluge of abandoned cars —
Alexandria. Their house sits on an something we obviously all fear. I’m
acre of land. Why shouldn’t each not sure how many days parked in
child have his or her own pet if they one spot constitutes abandoned, but
want? Yes, “cat lady” situations are I do know it’s a lot more than three.
And finally, not a rant, but a cuhorrible, but they already are covered under animal endangerment riosity: Why does West Street run
North-South?
ordinances.
Rules like this make Alexandria
look silly. There are many questions
The writer is the publisher of
I long have wanted to ask the city cat
the Alexandria Times

My View
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mortar used by the
consultant.
• Second, we also suggest a close examination of the cost estimates to determine if
savings are attainable
in the proposed brickand-mortar structure.
• Third is to have city
council discuss the
potential of a joint
venture with Arlington County. As you
correctly pointed out,
they have problems
with their swimming
project and we have
problems with ours.
Can we work together
to build shared facili-

ties that could benefit
residents of both jurisdictions?
• Fourth is to raise private sector funds. City
council saw the wisdom of that early in the
process and asked us to
raise at least $2.5 million in private money
for Chinquapin.
As part of our effort, we
met with Hughes Group
and city staff this week to
present these ideas. We will
be writing to Acting City
Manager Mark Jinks asking him to adjust the existing contract with Hughes
to identify the costs of alternative structures, as well
as what cost savings would
be possible in the current
proposed structure. We will

concurrently continue to
encourage cooperation with
Arlington and seek to raise
private funds.
You have called on Mr.
Jinks to get involved to
solve the problem. We are
taking the same approach
by asking him to explore
these other alternatives.
We expect to reach a solution and build a new pool
at Chinquapin. Mr. Jinks
and other capable staff
members in the city will
help, just as city council
will help. We hope to see a
future article in your paper
describing how a collaborative effort solved a pressing
need for the city.
– William Rivers
Chairman, Advocates for
Alexandria Aquatics

Critical investments are needed,
despite city budget crunch
To the editor:
What can be done about
the Alexandria budget?
City Hall is facing, yet
again, a budget difficulty,
which seems to be an established and permanent condition. Deputy City Manager Laura Triggs at a DASH
board meeting put it nicely:
every year our revenue goes
up 2 percent, while our expenses grow by 5 percent.
The city manager’s budget
attempts to meet the difficulty with cuts, and he has
done a decent and thoughtful job. The difficulty is
that cuts won’t solve the
chronic problem and are
dangerous in the long run;
what we need is a strategy
to grow the city’s top line,
as retailers put it.
If you want to see the
difference between the two
strategies, go to Landmark
Mall and look at the stores
at either end. Cut, cut, cut,
year after year, and what
do you get? Sears. Market,
transform and find new
customers while keeping
your existing base, and instead you get Macy’s.

So how does Alexandria
transform? Well, the good
news is, we have plans. The
bad news is, to implement
the plans will require an investment both of money and
of political capital. To implement our various transportation plans — Potomac
Yard Metro, the West End
transitway, expansion of
Capital Bikeshare, complete
streets and basic bus improvements called for in the
DASH comprehensive operational analysis — will require a good deal of money,
both up front to build and in
the long term to operate.
But these investments
are absolutely critical and
must not be delayed. When
you provide, in an insidethe-beltway city, suburban
and soulless infrastructure like the current state
of Eisenhower West, you
get suburban, soulless and
dead results like the ironically-named Victory Center, a million square feet of
office abandominium.
Implementing our various redevelopment plans,
such as at the waterfront

and Eisenhower West,
will require a willingness
to stand up to entrenched
interests that I’m not sure
I have entirely seen. Wellorganized and well-spoken
people in Old Town, opposed to critically necessary redevelopment, have
shown a determination and
perseverance that city leadership has had difficulty
standing up to.
I’m not thoughtless and
I see the point those folks
make, but city officials
must stand up to them;
the city’s future is too
important to concede the
waterfront to the existing
long-term residents and
the abandoned warehouses
they seem happy to let lie.
If the leaders of Alexandria can find the financial capital and muster the
political will to ensure
these pending developments move forward in a
thoughtful and controlled
fashion, we will all be the
better for it, even if some
of us don’t think so.
– Scott C. Anderson
Alexandria
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A model Alexandrian for the Model T coupe

I

n 1924, 28-year-old teacher Elizabeth Margaret
Ramey was one of the
first women in Alexandria to
acquire a new Ford Model T
coupe. The Model T had been
in production since 1908 and
the first year it was produced,
10,000 vehicles were manufactured at a retail cost of
$950. By the time of Ramey’s
acquisition, mass production
techniques had exploded and
at a total cost of $525, payable
in monthly instalments per
Ford’s “Pay as You Play” time
payment plan, even a teacher
could afford one of the 2 million cars produced that year.
The car was in such demand that in the years after
its initial introduction, Ford
saw no need to advertise, as
word of mouth was all that
was need to ensure success.
But by the early 1920s, Ford’s
market share in vehicle sales
had dwindled and a new sales
strategy was warranted.
The 1924 Model T coupe
was unusual in that it was one
of the first vehicles marketed
towards women, particularly
working women and busy
housewives, and advocated
the freedom and independence
afforded to those females willing to drive their own personal
car. Ford’s campaign rebelled
against the traditional role of
females as dependent on men
for their daily needs, and supported the newly emerging
philosophy of the independent
woman that developed in the
period following World War I.
Such untraditional thought
challenged women to learn

how to drive; pursue travel
when and where they liked;
and to develop business and
professional careers. Such
women stepped beyond what
were then the accepted social
norms, and explored their own
needs and interests as a counterpoint to the inevitable pursuit of marriage.
Ford’s advertisers put it
succinctly: “Her habit of measuring time in terms of dollars
gives the woman in business
keen insight into the true value
of a Ford closed car for her
personal use. This car enables
her to conserve minutes, to expedite her affairs, to widen the
scope of her activities.” Advertised as a “closed” car, meaning it could be sealed from
the extremes of the weather,
the new advertising campaign
appealed to the sophisticated
young woman of the 1920s, as
epitomized by this photograph
of Ramey, dressed to the nines
as she admires her newly acquired vehicle of freedom.
Apparently, Ramey so well
projected the stylized version of the modern woman for
Ford, that she was selected to
participate in a series of marketing photographs, taken by
the National Photo Company
to promote the 1924 vehicle.
The small black car was photographed adjacent to several
Alexandria landmarks and

staged with Ramey herself, including one shot of her alone
at her classroom desk, with
complicated math problems
and a long-hand copy of the
Star-Spangled Banner on the
blackboard behind her. These
photos clearly intended to convey the idea that this was a
woman to be taken seriously.
Ramey’s father Herbert
was a native of Pennsylvania
who had come to the nation’s
capital to accept a job as a
clerk at the U.S. Patent Office.
He settled in Alexandria with
his wife Jenne, and they had
two daughters, Gladys and
Elizabeth, both of whom projected an independent streak
and never married. Gladys,
the elder daughter, became a
clerk for the federal government and through the 1930s
she took annual cruise vacations alone to Bermuda. At
age 21, Elizabeth took a job
as a teacher in the D.C. public
schools system, and by 1927
had earned her Bachelor of
Arts at George Washington
University. After 40 years in
public education, she retired
in 1957 as principal of the
Peabody Elementary school in
Northeast Washington.
She remained in Alexandria throughout her life, participating in women’s professional organizations, the Little
Theatre and supporting the
National Symphony. Upon her
death in 1974, she was buried
with the rest of her family at
Ivy Hill Cemetery.
Out of the Attic is provided by
the Office of Historic Alexandria.

From the web
In response to “Metroway
is yet another waste of taxpayer dollars,” March 26:
Matt O’Brien writes:
[My] case is that the Metroway
could have saved $20 million by
simply having the bus turn east, at
the base of the Monroe Bridge, and
drive up Potomac Avenue, since that
is what the Metroway bus does anyway once it gets up to Glebe Road.
... There are ways of accomplishing transit goals without gold
plating the method. Look at the
grief that Arlington County took
for their $1 million bus stops.
Those bus stops, as well as this
boondoggle on U.S. Route 1, are
just additional examples of officials spending money as if it were
theirs to burn.
As for the original Metrorail
system, we see examples of an inability to maintain an expensive
infrastructure. It is the story of
America now — build things but
don’t set the money aside to maintain them. We will, at some point,
be spending money to maintain
those expensive Metroway bus
stops. There are much more cost
effective ways to build a bus stop.
While trolleys are a more cost
effective way than Metro trains and
the Metroway likely is cheaper than
the streetcar that Arlington has now
nixed, there were probably other options that would have served the purpose of increasing ridership along the
Metroway route without making this
one-mile long concrete bus freeway.
My issue remains that we need to
make sure that our monies are spent
effectively, so that we can continue
to fund schools or fire stations that
we may not use ourselves, but which
serve the general good, not just spend
them on glitzy road projects.

Weekly Poll
Last Week

What do you think of the newly proposed community
prosecutor position?

61%
		

39%

It’s an innovative way to modernize the local
prosecutor’s office.
It will do little to curb incidents of crime.

41 votes

This Week

Should the ‘Iron Ladies’ continue their legal fight
against the city waterfront plan?
A. Yes
B. No
Take the poll at alextimes.com
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Weekly Words
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MAKING REPAIRS By Emerson Hall
across
1
4
9
14
18
20
21
22
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
32
34
36
37
38
39
41
42
44
45
48
50
53
55
56
58
59
61
65
67
68
69
71
72

Rock concert need
Beauty pageant wear
Flavorful
Baby salamanders
Lounge on a train
Waste away
Universally accepted principle
Noisy groundbreaker
Having attractive gams
Lord’s worker
Conclusion starter
One of TV’s Ewings
Athena’s blood
“Desire Under the ___”
Calypso offshoot
Bon ___
Bringing up the rear
Wine cask
Faucet
Contender to your title
In an affable way
In-flight info, for short
Short and thick, as fingers
By word of mouth
Not far away
School safety exercises
Astronomical event
“___ do you think you are?”
Dangerous time for Caesar
Hooter
Type of wrench
Modest
Like good ghost stories
A direction
Santa ___, Calif.
Rarer than rare
On the roof of
Slippery and frigid
Add to a poker pot

73 “That’s ___ my problem”
74 In the manner of
75 Sort
76 Track events
78 Cling
80 False move
82 Pull the plug on
84 Caboose position
86 “Made in the ___”
87 Tested, as a drug
89 Square-shooting
94 From the beginning
95 Faunas’ kin
96 Is crabby?
99 Colt or Glock
101 First ones are special
103 Lennon’s bride
104 Lousy egg?
106 Mont Blanc, e.g.
107 Kermit, for one
108 Persian, e.g.
109 Automobile sticker fig.
110 Melee memento
111 Buddhist sacred spot
113 Team’s pronoun
115 Hemingway’s sobriquet
117 Florida metropolis
118 Felt a longing
119 State issuances
123 Mike holder
124 ‘70s Renault
125 Most powerful
126 Author Roald
127 Utopian places
128 Far East weight units
129 Catch on
DOWN
1 Small Java program
2 Some envelope types

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
21
23
30

Replace in the schedule
Heavy reading
Temporary shelter, taxwise
Be decisive
Indian yogurt dish
Part of a gateway
Like some resorts
Branch
Ceremonial splendor
In a perfect way
Skin-related
Business VIP
Parts of the Air Force
Dress up
Suburb of Atlanta
Nuts on wheels
Came to rest
Certain bones
Temperance

31 Vandalized, as a car
33 Work the garden
35 In ___ (working in harmony)
38 J. Edgar Hoover’s org.
39 Prickly, Scottish shrub
40 ___-ran
43 Some conspiracy subjects
46 Flying high
47 Afflict
49 Become more intense
50 Brio
51 Mexican Mrs.
52 Related maternally
53 Ahab or his ship
54 Fruit drink brand
57 Otter’s kin
59 Construct carefully
60 Squeal
62 Backboard attachment
63 Rocks, in a bar
64 Hurricane core
66 More than famished
70 Newspaper pg.
77 Bit of hair
79 Naval base?
81 Bert Bobbsey’s twin
83 Airhead
85 “Belling the Cat” author
88 Decorative pitcher
90 Dark film genre
91 Touring actors
92 Shelter for an airplane
93 Tokyo, formerly
95 Calculated
97 Surrounds with a cover
98 Type of cat
99 Panted
100 Last syllable
102 “Yankee ___ Dandy”
105 “Valse ___” (Sibelius work)
107 Lose color or brightness
109 Mediterranean island country
110 See 60-Down
112 Lemon zest source
114 Side dish with scampi
116 Hushed “Hey, you!”
117 Department store department
120 Moving vehicle?
121 Fury
122 Gen. subordinate

Last Week’s Solution:

Obituaries
SARAH K. BRADY (73),

of Alexandria, April 3, 2015

STELLA C. BYERS (90),

of Alexandria, March 10, 2015

DORIS B. CARY,

of Alexandria, April 4, 2015

THOMAS G. CLIFFORD (87),
formerly of Alexandria,
March 25, 2015

WILLIAM D. COCKRELL (81),
of Alexandria, March 31, 2015

BARBARA A. BLANDFORD
HELM (72),
of Alexandria, March 30, 2015

CYNTHIA S. MILTON,

of Alexandria, April 4, 2015

DANIEL F. O’FLAHERTY (89),
of Alexandria, March 26, 2015

MICHAEL L. PREAS,

of Alexandria, April 1, 2015

ARTHUR L. SMITH,

of Alexandria, April 3, 2015

PETER H. SMOLKA (95),

of Alexandria, March 28, 2015

BARBARA SPANJER,

of Alexandria, March 29, 2015

WENDY STRAUB,

of Alexandria, March 20, 2015

SYLVIE D. VENNE (54),
of Alexandria, April 2, 2015

JAMES P. WALSH (79),
formerly of Alexandria,
March 18, 2015

ROBERT F. WIRTZ (98),
of Alexandria, April 6, 2015

JOHN L. WOODBURY, JR. (85),
of Alexandria, March 29, 20

Obituary Policies
Deadlines are the Monday
prior to the issue date.
Call 703.739.0001 for details.
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Classifieds
ABC NOTICE

Business Directory

LEGAL NOTICE

ALEXANDRIA PLANNING
DEPARTMENT
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE
REVIEW
The following request has been received for
administrative review and approval.
For information about this application or
to comment, visit the City’s website at
www.alexandriava.gov/planning or call
(703) 746-4666.
Special Use Permit #2015-00038
5782 Dow Ave – Proposed Business:
Starbucks Coffee Company
New administrative Special Use Permit
request to operate a restaurant; zoned CG/
Commercial General
APPLICANT: Starbucks Corporation, by
Bill Delkani
PLANNER: Nathan Randall –
nathan.randall@alexandriava.gov

home Services

In accordance with section 11-500 of the
zoning ordinance, the above listed request
may be approved administratively by the
Director of Planning and Zoning. If you
have any comments regarding the proposal
above, please contact Planning and Zoning
staff at 703.746.4666 or email the planner
listed no later than April 30th, 2015.

Virginia Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control
2901 Hermitage Road / P.O. Box 27491, Richmond, VA 23261
www.abc.virginia.gov

ABC NOTICE

RETAIL LICENSE APPLICATION—PART 2 (POSTING AND PUBLISHING)
Virginia Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control
2901 Hermitage Road / P.O. Box 27491, Richmond, VA 23261
PUBLISHING NOTICE
www.abc.virginia.gov

Please publish the following item in the legal notice section of your newspaper. Please refer to the instructions provided on page 9.

RETAIL LICENSE APPLICATION—PART 2 (POSTING AND PUBLISHING)
PUBLISHING NOTICE

Belen Eshetu

Please
the of
following
item in the________________________________________________________________
legal notice section of your newspaper. Please refer to the instructions provided on page 9.
[Full publish
name(s)
owner(s):]
If general partnership, enter partners’ names or name of partnership. If LP, LLP, LLC or corporation, enter
name as recorded with the State Corporation Commission. If association or tax-exempt private club,
enter name. Only if a sole proprietor, enter first, middle and last name.

Belen Eshetu
[Full name(s) of owner(s):] ________________________________________________________________
Trading as: ____________________________________________________________________________
If general partnership, enter partners’ names or name of partnership. If LP, LLP, LLC or corporation, enter

Azewa Market & Carryout
(trade name)

name as recorded with the State Corporation Commission. If association or tax-exempt private club,
enter name. Only if a sole proprietor, enter first, middle and last name.

512B S Van Dorn St
____________________________________________________________________________________
Azewa Market & Carryout

Trading
as: address
____________________________________________________________________________
(exact street
where business will trade)
(trade name)

Alexandria
____________________________________________________________________________________

512B S Van Dorn St

____________________________________________________________________________________
(city/town)
(exact street address where business will trade)

Alexandria
City
______________________________________________________
Alexandria

Virginia
____________ 22304-4612
____________
____________________________________________________________________________________
(county)
(state)
(zip + 4)
(city/town)

Alexandria City

Virginia
The ______________________________________________________
above establishment is applying to the VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOLIC
BEVERAGE22304-4612
CONTROL (ABC)
____________
____________
(county)

Wine & Beer On and Off Premises

(state)

(zip + 4)

for a ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ license
(type[s] of license[s] applied for)

Alexandria Board of
Architectural Review
Parker-Gray District

Residential & Commercial

LEGAL NOTICE OF
A PUBLIC HEARING
A public hearing will be held by the Board
of Architectural Review on WEDNESDAY,
April 22, 2015 beginning at 7:30 PM in
Council Chambers, second floor of City
Hall, 301 King Street, Alexandria, Virginia
on the following applications:
CASE BAR2015-0088
Request for complete demolition at
699 N Patrick St (Ramsey Homes).
APPLICANT: Alexandria Redevelopment
and Housing Authority

703.314.1287 • AllegroLLC.net

703.314.1287
AllegroLLC.net

A work session to discuss the proposed
development project at 699 N Patrick St
(Ramsey Homes).
Information about the above item(s) may be
obtained from the Department of Planning
and Zoning, City Hall, 301 King Street,
Room 2100, Alexandria, Virginia 22314,
telephone: (703) 746-4666.

Whole-house
Generators
Panel Replacement

The above establishment is applying to the VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL (ABC)

Wine & Beer On and Off Premises
(type[s] of license[s] applied for)
Belen
Eshetu
Owner
____________________________________________________________________________________

tofor
sell
or
a _
_____manufacture
_________________________alcoholic
____________________beverages.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ license
andmanufacture
title of owner/partner/officer
authorizing advertisement)
to(name
sell or
alcoholic beverages.

Belen Eshetu

Owner

NOTE:
Objections to the issuance of this license must be submitted to ABC no later than 30 days from the publishing
____________________________________________________________________________________
(name and title of owner/partner/officer authorizing advertisement)

date of the first of two required newspaper legal notices. Objections should be registered at www.abc.virginia.gov
NOTE: Objections to the issuance of this license must be submitted to ABC no later than 30 days from the publishing
or 800-552-3200.
date of the first of two required newspaper legal notices. Objections should be registered at www.abc.virginia.gov
or 800-552-3200.

805-4 rev. 09/2012. This is an official state document. All information contained or submitted therein is public information. Please

refer to privacy statement (pg. 3) regarding personal/tax information. Reference instructions (provided separately) with questions.

805-4 rev. 09/2012. This is an official state document. All information contained or submitted therein is public information. Please

refer to privacy statement (pg. 3) regarding personal/tax information. Reference instructions (provided separately) with questions.

Online all the time:

Retail License Application, page 11

Retail License Application, page 11

Basement Waterproofing
Basement Finishing
Basement Structural Repairs
...and Nasty Crawl Spaces too!

800-506-0192

Lighting

Advertising
Works!
To advertise
your business
or service
Contact
Kristen Essex
kessex@
alextimes.com
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